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Executive Summary
Performance-based planning is an increasingly integral part of the transportation planning
process. Performance measures enable agencies to gauge system condition and use,
evaluate transportation programs and projects, and help decision-makers identify costeffective projects under fiscal constraint. This report encapsulates North Carolina
Department of Transportation’s (NCDOT) response to the 2018 target setting and system
reporting deadlines consistent with U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT)
rulemakings associated with MAP-21 and the FAST Act. The response establishes a target
setting process and development of 2018 performance reporting requirements; develops a
coordination and compliance process with Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO);
establishes a data framework to meet key preparedness milestones; and, improves
NCDOT’s response to requirements that align with other technical analyses as directed.
Goals and objectives of this assessment are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Assessment Goals and Objectives

Complete a comprehensive and
coordinated response to 2018
federal target setting /
reporting requirements

• To facilitate target setting and development of
federal reporting requirements
• To maintain frequent communications with MPOs for
coordinated process so they meet 2018 metropolitan
requirements.

Assess agency readinesss (data,
approaches, gaps) for 2018 and
ongoing required federal
responses in 2019 and beyond

• To identify readiness, data availability, and progress
towards relevant planning and programming
capabilities applicable to the performance
management requirements.
• To locate gaps or areas of concerns within the Agency
and discuss options to address, innovate.

Build a foundation for enhanced
performance practice (target
setting analysis, monitor,
report, communicate results)

• To evaluate best practice opportunities (tools, data
quality, data goverance, procedures) across
performance areas to streamline future responses.
• To identify future scenario based analyses (budget,
aspirational, etc.) which inform performance
monitoring, reporting, and communication with
internal/external stakeholders.
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Ensuring that NCDOT has the data needed to quantify the federally mandated performance
measures will enhance the short- and long-range planning process by providing a
foundation for project prioritization used to develop the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP).
This report is organized to support a transparent process for NCDOT and its planning
partners in responding to the federal requirements. The sections covered in the report are:
Understanding Transportation Performance Management – Statewide and MPO Level
Target Setting Requirements
Transportation Performance Management – NCDOT’s Comprehensive Short- and LongTerm Response
Federal Program Overview and NCDOT Response – Highway Safety, Transit
Performance, Asset Management
NCDOT Bridge and Pavement Condition and System Performance/Freight/CMAQ –
Approach Overview
NCDOT Bridge and Pavement Condition and System Performance/Freight/CMAQ –
Assessment and Analytics
Interagency Coordination and Involvement
Target Summary
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Understanding Transportation Performance
Management: Overview of Federal Rules
Federal Requirements Background
The Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) and the Fixing America’s
Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) transformed the Federal aid highway program by
establishing new performance-based planning requirements for State Departments of
Transportation (DOT), MPOs, and providers of public transportation. The performance
management framework focuses on seven national performance goal areas:
Safety;
Infrastructure condition;
Congestion reduction;
System reliability;
Freight movement and economic vitality;
Environmental sustainability; and
Reduced project delivery delays.
The performance-based planning requirements are intended to increase accountability and
transparency throughout the planning and decision-making process and focus federal
transportation investments on projects that support the national performance goals.
The performance management requirements are codified in the Code of Federal
Regulations through final rulemakings. Beginning in March 2014, the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) released a series of
Notice of Proposed Rulemakings (NPRMs) that proposed regulations on performance
measures in the areas of highway safety, pavement and bridge performance, system
performance, freight, Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) program performance,
transit safety and transit asset management. DOTs, MPOs, and public transportation
providers were given the opportunity to comment on the NPRMs, which were considered
in the development of the final rulemakings. As of May 20, 2017, FHWA and FTA issued
the following final rulemakings:
Statewide and Nonmetropolitan Transportation Planning; Metropolitan Transportation
Planning Final Rule (Planning Rule)
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) Final Rule
Highway Safety Performance Measures Final Rule (PM1)
Pavement and Bridge Condition Performance Measures Final Rule (PM2)
Asset Management Plan for NHS Pavements and Bridges Final Rule
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System Performance/Freight/CMAQ Performance Measures Final Rule (PM3)
Transit Asset Management (TAM) Final Rule
Public Transportation Safety Program Final Rule
The Planning Rule provides overarching context and requirements for statewide and MPO
transportation planning, establishing requirements for coordination in performance data
collection, data management, and target setting between State DOTs, MPOs, and
providers of public transit. The Safety, Pavement and Bridge Condition, and System
Performance/Freight/CMAQ Final Rules establish standardized performance measures
intended to address the seven national performance goals. Each rule contains
requirements for target setting, data collection, performance, reporting, and determination
of significant progress. The HSIP and Asset Management Plan Final Rules do not include
specific, quantifiable performance measures, but describe procedures for developing
related plans and data management procedures. Table 1 summarizes the target setting
requirements within each applicable rule.
Table 1. Final Rule Target Setting Requirements
Final Rule

Target Setting Frequency

States Set Initial
Targets By

PM1 – Safety

Annual

August 31, 2017

PM2 – Pavement/Bridge

2- and/or 4-year

May 20, 2018

PM3 – System
Performance

2- and/or 4-year, statewide or MPO/nonattainment or maintenance area specific
based on population and air quality status

May 20, 2018

Transit Assets

Annual

January 1, 2017

States must coordinate with stakeholders when setting targets, as follows:
Coordinate with an MPO when setting performance targets for the area represented by
that MPO; and
Coordinate with public transportation providers when setting performance targets in an
urbanized area not represented by an MPO.1
Detailed information about the federal performance measures and target setting
requirements is contained in later sections of this report.

1

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/map21/factsheets/pm.cfm
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TPM – NCDOT’s Comprehensive Short- and Long-Term
Response
NCDOT Response to PM2 and PM3 Target Setting Requirements
Agency assessment, data readiness, and coordination
NCDOT’s response to PM2 and PM3 target setting requirements was initiated through a
self-assessment and data readiness evaluation involving key NCDOT staff. The purpose
of the assessment and data readiness evaluation was to baseline the level of Department
readiness, data availability, and progress towards relevant planning, data collection and
management, and programming practice applicable to the federal performance
management requirements. Within each performance area, subject matter experts were
interviewed, existing processes documented, data and reporting gaps identified, and
potential new tools and practices to address requirements were considered.
The findings of this first step of the process acknowledge that NCDOT is an established
leader in performance management practice, committed to measuring and improving
performance. For example, the Department's Organizational Performance Dashboard
serves as an indicator of how well NCDOT is meeting its mission and goals, while the
Department’s Annual Performance Report provides key facts and figures about the
department, its responsibilities, budget and performance. Performance reporting is also
responsive to legislative action, including the state funded Bridge Improvement Program.
Collectively these efforts among others represent a mature process that provides a strong
foundation for the federal response.
The assessment included the following findings:
For bridges, there is a more than 10-year practice of performance based planning and
reporting, however there is no established approach for tracking NHS bridges uniquely,
minimal documentation regarding analytical steps and decision making processes, and
not a one-to-one correlation between state versus federal measures (e.g., bridge health
index compared to percent deck area (square footage).
For pavements, there is a more than 10-year practice of performance based planning and
reporting, however there are differences between the state approach and federal
requirements with regard to measure definitions, the data collection approaches (e.g.
sampling versus 100% reporting or full extent), and how measures are used to inform
decision making.
For system performance, NCDOT has a long-established commitment to purchasing
speed data to estimate reliability measures, however recent shifts among data vendors,
linking of speed data to NCDOT’s linear referencing system, and differences in measure
calculations (e.g. shift to level of travel time reliability) will require new data analysis and
trend review.
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Furthermore NCDOT’s subject matter experts and senior staff, along with external partners
(MPOs and Rural Planning Organizations, or RPOs) met and discussed outcomes from
each step of the process through Small Work Group (SWG) and Large Work Group (LWG)
meetings. The latter were strategically held in larger conference room settings with
audio/visual capabilities to facilitate remote participation. This level and style of
coordination (including scheduled briefings to Agency leadership and regional/local
partners) enhanced the decision making process and fulfilled the federal emphasis on
state/local partnership.
Target setting approaches
Each performance measure rule includes definitions, metrics, calculation procedures, and
target setting and reporting requirements. Some also include procedures for FHWA
determination of significant progress in achieving targets. NCDOT worked with Cambridge
Systematics, Inc (CS) to establish a consistent target setting approach for the PM2 and
PM3 measures, following a five-step process:
1. Understand each measure definition and underlying data;
2. Understand the specific target setting requirements for each measure (2- and/or
4-year);
3. Establish a target setting approach (trend driven, policy driven, etc.);
4. Evaluate trends, external factors, and internal factors that impact performance for
each measure; and,
5. Establish the targets and supporting justification.
The process was augmented by several different target setting approaches. These
approaches inform the method that NCDOT will use in order to report their performance for
PM2 and PM3. The approaches are as follows:
•

Policy-driven: established by management or legislation

•

Analysis-driven: based on tools providing performance data

•

Consensus-based: established through a collaborative planning process with
stakeholder input

•

Customer feedback-based: direct feedback from customers through surveys and
outreach

•

Benchmark-based: through peer comparisons

The approaches are intended to be mixed where necessary and appropriate. NCDOT
considered a mix of all of the approaches in order to produce “careful and conservative
focus” in the first performance reporting period for all targets. Figure 2 presents the
integrated process and timeframe established to meet the target setting and reporting
requirements.
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Figure 2. Integrated Target Setting Process and Timeframe
Agency Assessment
PM2/3 Interviews (SWG meetings)
• 2/20/18 Deliverable -- Assessment Findings (LWG Meeting #1)
Target Setting Approaches
PM2/3 Target Setting Approach Options (SWG meetings)
• 3/28/18 Deliverable – Present Initial Targets (LWG Meeting #2)
Recommended Targets
PM2/3 Target Decision Making (SWG / LWG meetings)
• 4/16/18 Deliverable -- Recommended Targets (LWG Meeting #3)
Documentation
TPM Process Report
• 4/4/18 and 5/4/18 Deliverable -- BOT Draft Presentation & Report Outline
Briefings
External: 1/30/18 (CRAFT); NCAMPO Briefing/Work sessions (spring 2018);
NCAMPO Annual Conference (4/26/18)
Internal: 3/6/18 (Division Engineers); 4/4/18 (Board of Transportation (BOT);
4/17 (Executive leadership)
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Federal TPM Overview and NCDOT Response to
Highway Safety and Transit Asset Management
Process Goals and Objectives
Key legislative mandates from MAP-21 and the FAST Act and regulations from FHWA and
FTA establish specific target setting requirements, milestones, and deadlines for
performance management at the statewide, MPO, and public transit agency levels. This
report identifies data sources needed to meet these requirements.
The required performance measures address safety, asset management, system
performance, and freight movement. It is crucial that NCDOT have the data needed to
quantify these performance measures to ensure compliance with the final rulemakings, and
support the planning and project prioritization processes used to develop Long-Range
Transportation Plans (LRTPs) and Statewide Transportation Improvement Programs
(STIPs).
Cambridge Systematics (CS) collaborated with NCDOT to address these requirements,
which are part of a broader transportation performance management cycle. The
performance targets influence transportation plans and subsequent reports. Eventually
these reports will illustrate what the Department has achieved and what it aims to achieve
over time. The role of performance measures and target setting within Transportation
Performance Management (TPM) is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Transportation Performance Management Cycle

NCDOT’s Performance Management Commitment
NCDOT is responsible for all modes of transportation in the State - highways, rail, aviation,
ferries, public transit, and bicycle and pedestrian transportation. In addition, it oversees
North Carolina’s Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and the Governor’s Highway Safety
Program (GHSP). NCDOT is a performance-based organization with a strategic, datadriven decision-making process that is transparent and accountable. A focus on
performance measurement mitigates political impact on transportation project selection and
encourages an accountable and transparent process. NCDOT has more than ten years of
performance
management
practice
supported
through
a
performance
metrics/management office, Internal Management Dashboard, and an external dashboard
launched. NCDOT measures and publishes reports on its transportation system
performance, including eight executive measures that align with its core goals, as shown
in Figure 4. The scorecard is updated periodically, and shows the results in each area as
compared to numerical performance targets. The scorecard is publicly accessible through
NCDOT’s Online Performance Dashboard.
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Figure 4. NCDOT’s Six Core Goals
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Figure 5. NCDOT’s Existing Performance Management Practices

Agency Performance
(Strategic Planning, Dashboards,
Scorecards, Reports, Etc.)

Business Unit/Division Performance
(Business Unit Work Plans)

Employee Performance
(“NCVIP”)

NCDOT has existing performance management practices, highlighted in Figure 5, that are
part of the Department’s performance management process:
•

NCDOT Organizational Performance Dashboard
(https://www.ncdot.gov/performance/)

•

NCDOT’s Annual Performance Report

•

NCDOT’S 2015-2017 Strategic Plan

•

NCDOT’s Highway Safety Program and Highway Safety Improvement Program
led by Brian Mayhew, State Traffic Safety Engineer

•

NCDOT’S Transit Asset Management led by Debbie Collins, Public
Transportation Director

•

NCDOT’s Asset Management Plan led by Patrick Norman, Director of Highway
Operations

•

NCDOT’s System Performance led by Kelly Wells, Mobility Program Manager,
Traffic System Operations
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Figure 6. The New Federal TPM Framework
Pavement and Bridge Condition Performance Measures Final Rule (PM2)
• Establishes measures to assess the condition of pavements and bridges on the National Highway
System (NHS) to carry out the National Highway Performance Program (NHPP).
System Performance/Freight/CMAQ/Performance Measures Final Rule (PM3)
• Establishes performance measures that State DOTs and MPOs will use to report on the
performance of the Interstate and non-Interstate NHS to carry out the NHPP; freight movement on
the Interstate system to carry out the National Highway Freight Program; and traffic congestion and
on-road mobile source emissions for the purpose of carrying out the Congestion Mitigation and Air
Quality Improvement Program.
The HSIP and Safety PM Final Rules (PM1)
• Updates and clarifies the HSIP requirements to be consistent with MAP-21 and the FAST Act. The
Safety PM Final Rule implements the MAP-21 safety-related performance management
requirements.
The Planning Final Rule
• Establishes the framework for performance management in the planning process for: integrating
goals, objectives, measures and targets contained in other transportation plans; developing written
agreements to document roles, responsibilities, and data collection among states, MPOs, and public
transportation providers; setting targets; and reporting on progress toward achieving targets. It also
establishes the reuirement that states, MPOs, and public transportation providers coordinate with
each other to the maximum extent practicable.
The Asset Management Plan Final Rule
• Requires states to develop and implement a risk based asset management plan that covers at least
a ten-year period. The plans must include NHS bridges and pavement. States must use the best
available data to develop their asset management plans. For NHS bridges and pavements not
owned by the state, the state must work collaboratively with the owner(s) to obtain the data needed
for the plan. States must use bridge and pavement management systems that meet standards
established by FHWA in the rule.
The Transit Asset Management (TAM) Final Rule
• Requires public transportation providers to develop and implement TAM plans. Plans must include
an asset inventory, condition assessments of inventoried assets, and a prioritized list of investments
to improve the State of Good Repair (SGR) of transit agency capital assets. FTA also established
SGR standards and four SGR performance measures in the rule.
The Public Transit Safety Program Final Rule
• Provides the framework for FTA to monitor, oversee and enforce transit safety, based on the
methods and principles of Safety Management Systems.
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Figure 6 presents the federal TPM rules established to date. NCDOT is focused on
providing and establishing a TPM process that coincides with the federal and updated rules
and related guidance.
For each performance measure, DOTs are required to set performance targets within one
year of the applicable Final Rule’s effective date and must coordinate with MPOs and public
transportation providers during the target setting process.
MPOs must establish targets within 180 days after the DOT or public transit provider sets
its targets. For the Pavement and Bridge Condition Final Rule (PM2) and System
Performance Final Rule (PM3), DOTs are required to submit a baseline performance report
to FHWA that includes two- and four-year targets, with subsequent biennial performance
period progress reports. Reporting and target setting for the Safety Final Rule occurs on an
annual basis in the HSIP report. The targets established for each performance measure
must be reflected in the state’s LRTP.
A State DOT’s TPM process is a strategic approach that uses system information to make
investment and policy decisions to achieve transportation system performance goals.
NCDOT will establish a high-level baseline of its activities pertaining to the TPM
requirements and communicate its purpose and approach to its target setting. The
subsections that follow provide a summary of the requirements for each rule.
Pavement and Bridge Condition Performance Measures Final Rule (PM2)
The PM2 Final Rule, effective
Pavement condition
Bridge condition
May 20, 2017, is intended to
performance
measures:
performance
measures:
support DOTs in carrying out the
National Highway Performance
•Percentage of NHS
Program (NHPP). The NHPP, •Percentage of Interstate
pavements
in
Good
bridges by deck area in
established under MAP-21 and
condition
Good condition
continued under the FAST Act,
•Percentage of Interstate
•Percentage of NHS
serves three key purposes: (1)
pavements in Poor
bridges by deck area in
provide support for the condition
condition
Poor condition
and performance of the NHS, (2) •Percentage of nonInterstate NHS
provide
support
for
the
pavements in Good
construction of new facilities on
condition
the NHS, and (3) ensure that
•Percentage of nonFederal-aid funds for highway
Interstate NHS
construction
support
the
pavements in Poor
condition
achievement of performance
targets established in a State’s
Asset Management Plan. The procedures and requirements for developing the Asset
Management Plan are included under a separate Rule.
Under the Final Rule, states are required to establish performance targets for each of the
six measures. States must report targets to FHWA in a baseline report at the beginning of
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the performance period, and progress toward achieving targets in a biennial performance
report. States are permitted to adjust four year targets at the midpoint of the four-year
performance period. The Final Rule also establishes significant progress determination
thresholds that FHWA will use to evaluate whether DOTs have met the established
performance targets.
System Performance/Freight/CMAQ Performance Measures Final Rule (PM3)
The PM3 Final Rule was effective May 20,
2017. The rule establishes performance
measures that DOTs and MPOs can use to
(1) assess the performance of the Interstate
and Non-Interstate NHS in order to carry out
the NHPP, (2) assess freight movement on
the Interstate system, and (3) assess traffic
congestion and on-road mobile source
emissions for the purpose of carrying out
the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
Improvement (CMAQ) Program.
Statewide targets for the CMAQ traffic
congestion measures are established
based on urbanized area boundaries,
whereas the rest of the measures are based
on state and Metropolitan Planning Area
(MPA) boundaries. Targets are set in
accordance with relevant long-range plans
including the recently required and adopted
Statewide Freight Plan (for the freight
performance measure) and the CMAQ
Performance Report, which is a required
annual report for MPOs meeting certain
criteria.

System Performance/Freight/CMAQ Final
Rule (PM3)
Level of Travel Time Reliability
(Interstate): Percent of Person-Miles
Traveled on the Interstate that are Reliable
Level of Travel Time Reliability (NonInterstate NHS): Percent of Person-Miles
Traveled on the Non-Interstate NHS that are
Reliable
Truck Travel Time Reliability: Percent of
Truck Miles Traveled on the Interstate that
are Reliable
Peak Hour Excessive Delay (PHED):
Annual Hours of Peak Hour Excessive
Delay on the NHS Per Capita
Non-SOV Travel: Percent Non-SOV Travel
On-road Emission Reduction: Total
Reduction of On-Road Mobile Source
Emissions

The Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) and Safety Performance
Measures (PM1) Final Rules
The Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) and Safety Performance Management
Measures Final Rules (PM1) were published on March 15, 2016, with an effective date of
April 14, 2016. The HSIP and PM1 Rules are separate rulemakings, although they are
closely linked. The HSIP Rule addresses safety planning, reporting requirements, and data
collection, while the PM1 Rule establishes five federally mandated safety performance
measures:
1. Fatalities
2. Serious Injuries
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3. Fatality Rate
4. Serious Injury Rate
5. Non-Motorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries
HSIP is a Federal-aid program intended to reduce traffic fatalities and serious injuries on
all public roads by requiring a strategic, data-driven approach to safety improvement based
on performance management. The HSIP Rule establishes three overarching policy
changes:
1. Reporting content and schedule: HSIP reports must be submitted annually on
August 31st, and States are required to describe the progress towards achieving
safety performance targets.
2. Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) update cycle: SHSPs must be updated no
later than 5 years from the previous approved version.
3. Model Inventory of Roadway Elements (MIRE): States must provide specific,
quantifiable anticipated improvements for the collection of MIRE data, including
three fundamental elements: Non-local paved roads, local paved roads, and
unpaved roads. These fundamental elements shall be used to support safety
analysis and investment decision-making.2
The five performance measures established in the PM1 Rule support the data-driven
performance framework outlined in the HSIP Rule. The state’s safety performance targets
must be reported in the annual HSIP report. Targets are applicable to all public roads
regardless of functional classification or ownership. The targets established by GHSP for
the first three performance measures (fatalities, fatality rate, and serious injuries) must be
identical to the targets established by the DOT in the HSIP.
A challenge in safety performance management is aligning annual targets established in
the HSP and HSIP with 5-year targets established in the SHSP.
The Planning Final Rule
Effective June 27, 2016, the Statewide and Nonmetropolitan and Metropolitan Performance
Management Final Rule (the Planning Rule) implements the legislative requirement for
statewide and metropolitan planning established in MAP-21 and the FAST Act. The
Planning Rule establishes a framework for performance-based planning that aims to link
investment decisions reflected in the TIP and STIP to national performance goals, as well
as goals and objectives outlined in state and MPO long-range transportation plans. Section
§ 450.216 of the Planning Rule describes the development and content of the long-range
statewide transportation plan. With respect to performance-based planning, DOTs are
required to include:

2

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/03/15/2016-05190/highway-safety-improvement-program
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1. “A description of the performance measures and performance targets used in
assessing the performance of the transportation system in accordance with
§ 450.206(c).”
2. “A system performance report and subsequent updates evaluating the condition
and performance of the transportation system with respect to the performance
targets described in § 450.206(c), including progress achieved by the MPO(s) in
meeting the performance targets in comparison with system performance recorded
in previous reports.”3
In addition, DOTs must coordinate with MPOs, Regional Transportation Planning
Organizations (RTPO), public transit operators, and other affected nonmetropolitan local
officials throughout the target setting process to ensure consistency to the “maximum
extent practicable.” The DOT, MPOs, and public transit providers must jointly agree upon
and document in writing the coordinated processes for the collection of performance data,
the selection of performance targets for the metropolitan area, the reporting of metropolitan
area targets, and the reporting of actual system performance related to those targets. The
documentation must also describe the roles and responsibilities for the collection of data
along the National Highway System (NHS).4
The Asset Management Plan Final Rule:
The Asset Management Plan Final Rule, published October 24, 2016, implements
regulations for the asset management requirements established under MAP-21. Under the
National Highway Performance Program (NHPP), DOTs must develop and implement a
risk-based Asset Management Plan to preserve and improve system performance. In
addition, FHWA must establish minimum standards that States must abide by when
developing and operating bridge and pavement management systems. The FAST Act
further requires that critical infrastructure be considered throughout the asset management
process.
A key purpose of the Final Rule is to establish a standardized process that DOTs must use
to develop their Asset Management Plan, which must be updated at least every four years.
There are two parts of the Asset Management Plan Final Rule: (1) 23 CFR Part 515, which
governs the development of the Plan, and (2) 23 CFR Part 667, which governs the periodic
evaluation of facilities repeatedly requiring repair and reconstruction due to emergency
events. Part 667 was made effective November 23, 2016, while Part 515 was not effective
until October 2, 2017.

3

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/05/27/2016-11964/statewide-and-nonmetropolitan-transportation-planning-metropolitantransportation-planning

4

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/05/27/2016-11964/statewide-and-nonmetropolitan-transportation-planning-metropolitantransportation-planning
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DOTs are required to integrate Asset
Management Plans into the long-range
planning process that leads to the STIP. In
developing the LRTP, states are required to
align performance measures and targets with
those established in the Asset Management
Plan. The Final Rule describes how DOTs can
integrate asset management into the planning
process, including strategic goal-setting,
periodic self-assessments, and determining
performance gaps and strategies to address
them.
In order to develop and operate bridge and
pavement management systems, NCDOT must
document procedures for the following:

What is an Asset Management Plan?
- Summary listing and condition
description of the NHS
- NHS Pavement and bridge targets
- Asset Management objectives that
align with the DOT’s mission
- Performance gap analysis
- Life-cycle planning
- Risk management analysis
- Financial Plan (minimum of 10 years)
- Investment Strategies
Source: FHWA Asset Management Plans &
Processes Fact Sheet

•

Collecting, processing, storing, and updating inventory and condition data for all
NHS pavement and bridge assets;

•

Forecasting deterioration for all NHS pavement and bridge assets;

•

Determining the benefit-cost over the life cycle of assets to evaluate alternative
actions (including no action), for managing the condition of NHS pavement and
bridge assets;

•

Identifying short- and long-term budget needs for managing the condition of all
NHS pavement and bridge assets;

•

Determining the strategies for identifying potential NHS pavement and bridge
projects that maximize overall program benefits within the financial constraints;

•

Recommending programs and implementation schedules to manage the condition
of NHS pavement and bridge assets within policy and budget constraints.5

The Transit Asset Management (TAM) Final Rule
The Transit Asset Management Final Rule (TAM Rule) requires grantees of Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) funds to develop Transit Asset Management Plans that address public
transit assets including vehicles, facilities, equipment, and other infrastructure. Effective,
October 1, 2016, the TAM Rule provides a definition of “state of good repair”, outlines
requirements for developing the TAM plans, establishes transit performance measures and
reporting requirements, and requires the FTA to provide technical assistance.

5

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/10/24/2016-25117/asset-management-plans-and-periodic-evaluations-offacilities-repeatedly-requiring-repair-and
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The objective of the TAM Rule is to improve safety, increase reliability, and increase system
performance by ensuring that public transportation systems are in a state of good repair.
The Rule establishes four standardized performance measures to achieve this objective.
1. Equipment: Non-revenue support-service and maintenance vehicles measured as
percentage of non-revenue vehicles that have met or exceeded the Useful Life
Benchmark.
2. Rolling Stock: Revenue vehicles by mode measured as percentage of revenue
vehicles that have met or exceeded Useful Life Benchmark.
3. Infrastructure: Rail, fixed-guideway, track, signals, and systems measured as
percentage of track segments with performance restrictions.
4. Facilities: Maintenance and administrative facilities; and passenger stations
(buildings) and parking facilities measured as percentage of assets with condition
rating below 3.0 on the FTA Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) Scale.
What is a Transit Asset Management
Plan?
- Inventory of Capital Assets
- Condition Assessment
- Decision Support Tools
- Investment Prioritization
- TAM and State of Good Repair Policy
- Implementation Strategy
- List of Key Annual Activities
- Identification of Resources
- Evaluation Plan

All data used to quantify performance
measures must be submitted to the National
Transit Database (NTD) on an annual basis,
including one-year targets and a narrative
report.

In terms of TAM plan development, transit
providers are separated into two tiers. Tier I
providers operate rail or have more than 101
vehicles across all fixed route modes or in
one non-fixed route mode. Tier II providers
are sub-recipients of 5311 funds, American
Indian Tribes, or have less than 100 vehicles
NOTE: Tier II providers are only required to report on
across all fixed-route modes or in one nonthe first four items listed above
fixed route mode. Similarly to Asset
Management Plans, the goals, objectives, and measures established in the TAM plan
should be consistent with the LRTP. NCDOT issued its first TAM Plan Interim Report in
April 2018.
The Public Transportation Safety Program Final Rule
The Public Transportation Safety Program Final Rule (Safety Program Rule) establishes
rules for the administration of the Public Transportation Safety Program (National Safety
Program) authorized at 49 U.S.C. § 5329, including FTA’s authority to monitor and oversee
transit safety and enforce transit safety laws. The Rule establishes Safety Management
Systems (SMS) as FTA’s foundational safety policy which will support FTA in taking a riskbased approach to the development and implementation of the National Safety Program.
The rule applies to all recipients of Chapter 53 funds, including States, State Safety
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Oversight Agencies, and operators of public transportation systems. The final rule provides
the framework for FTA to monitor, oversee, and enforce transit safety based on the SMS.6
Under the rule, each operator of public transportation that receives Federal financial
assistance under 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53 is required to develop and implement an Agency
Safety Plan based on the principles of SMS.7 Large public transportation operators must
develop and implement their own Agency Safety Plan, whereas small, tribal, or rural, could
either develop their own or have their state develop one on their behalf.
The final rule specifies any FTA enforcement actions against agencies that are being
noncompliant with the FTA safety law. Some of these FTA enforcement actions include8:
•

Requiring more frequent oversight or reporting requirements;

•

Mandating that Federal funds be spent to correct safety deficiencies before funds
are spent on other projects;

•

Withholding up to 25 percent of a grantee’s funding under the Urbanized Area
Formula Program; and

•

Imposing restrictions or prohibitions on a transit agency’s operations if FTA
determines that an unsafe practice or condition creates a substantial risk of death
or personal injury.

NCDOT Responses to New Federal Framework – Safety and Transit
PM1 – Highway Safety
One of the NCDOT’s key goals is to make the State’s transportation network safer. This is
measured by the total number of statewide fatalities on NC roads per 100 million vehicle
miles traveled for the calendar year-to-date. Part of making the transportation network safer
involves implementing and documenting relevant projects and activities. This process
comprises the HSIP, a document federally required by U.S.C. Title 23. The Operations
Division of NCDOT is responsible for the HSIP, where the Traffic Safety Unit (TSU) has 43
positions dedicated to improving safety and mobility, and additional Traffic Engineering staff
work within the 14 Highway Divisions in maintaining and improving NC’s transportation
network. A variety of NCDOT staff have a work performance metric for highway safety
included in the year-end review.
External partners and stakeholders in the transportation network that are involved in the
planning on HSIP include regional planning organizations9, the Governors Highway Safety

6

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-08-11/pdf/2016-18920.pdf

7

https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/Public%20Transportation%20Safety%20Program%20Final%20Rule%20FAQs.pdf

8

https://www.transit.dot.gov/about/news/federal-transit-administration-issues-public-transportation-safety-program-final-rule

9

Regional planning organizations include Rural Planning Organizations (RPOs), Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), and Councils of
Governments (COGs).
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Program (GHSP), local government agencies, NCDOT’s Rail Division and Bike/Ped
Division, and the NC State Highway Patrol. The TSU and GHSP teams work together to
share information, initiatives, leverage resources, and coordinate efforts, and each
stakeholder contributes to the HSIP in a manner that paints a broad picture of highway
safety in the State.
NCDOT’s project selection for HSIP is based on a benefit-to-cost ratio and on the use of a
decision support tool, the Safety Index. The programs served under NCDOT’s HSIP are
concerned with median barriers, intersection safety, horizontal curve safety, bicycle safety,
roadway departures, and pedestrian safety. The Department is pushing towards a vision to
have a multi-disciplinary and multi-agency highway safety approach to research, planning,
investigation, design and construction, maintenance and operation, and evaluation of
transportation systems. Each of these elements directly ties to the final goal of reducing
fatalities, injuries, and economic losses related to crashes.
Figure 7 presents the connection between the HSIP, SHSP, the Highway Safety Plan, as
developed annually by the GHSP and reviewed by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), and the role of MPOs within the safety planning and target setting
process.
The HSIP catalogs specific strategies and projects to address safety issues. Projects and
initiatives are tailored to address whatever data trends NCDOT observes. The HSIP works
in conjunction with the SHSP in order to address roadway trends and specific emphasis
areas. Where the HSIP catalogs projects, the SHSP catalogs tasks that involve the “four
E’s of highway safety”: engineering, education, enforcement, and emergency medical
service. The SHSP is a way for NCDOT to illustrate and align its goals and objectives with
stakeholders in the State.
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Figure 7. Overview of Safety Planning and Performance Process

The number of fatalities and serious injuries on North Carolina roadways has been on a
downward trend since the inception of the Executive Committee for Highway Safety in
2003, with an increase from 2013-2016. These overall downward trends are part of what
determined NCDOT’s quantitative 2030 targets, with the ultimate goal being to vastly
reduce all statewide traffic crashes, fatalities, and injuries. The quantitative goals
established by the SHSP are as follows:
•

Number of Fatalities: To reduce fatalities by 5.10% each year from the 2012-2016
average of 1,340.6 to 1,207.3 by the end of December 2018.

•

Number of Serious Injuries: To reduce the number of serious injuries by 5.10%
each year from the 2012-2016 average of 2,399.8 to 2,161.2 by the end of
December 2018.

•

Fatality Rate: To reduce the fatality rate by 4.75% each year from the 2012-2016
average of 1.228 to 1.114 by the end of December 2018.

•

Serious Injury Rate: To reduce the serious injury rate by 4.75 % each year from
the 2012-2016 average of 2.191 to 1.988 by the end of December 2018.

Transit Asset Management
To comply with federal regulations and updates pertaining to the TAM component of the
Final Rule, NCDOT has identified all participating agencies within the state of North
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Carolina, and has developed tools to properly assess their transit assets. The “NCDOT
Group TAM Plan” defines the Tier II providers that qualify for participation in the TAM, which
are:
•

All current 5311 sub-recipient agencies of NCDOT;

•

All current 5311 sub-recipient agencies of NCDOT and 5307 sub recipients from
NCDOT;

•

All current 5311 sub-recipients agencies of NCDOT and Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) direct recipients in small urbanized areas;

•

All agencies that qualify to be in the Group TAM Plan are required to submit the
provided “TAM Inventory” to NCDOT via “Partner Connect”, with each claim
submitted annually before the TAM Plan submission to the FTA.

To help agencies and the DOT have a thorough organization of their inventory, NCDOT
developed the NCDOT TAM Inventory Tool to uniformly gather data on transit assets
throughout the state for the three asset categories: rolling stock, equipment, and facilities.
Since Fiscal Year 2017, NCDOT has tracked Equipment data through a database that has
been routinely updated, rolling stock is being assessed through the NCDOT Vehicles
Inventory database and the TAM Inventory Rolling Stock asset category, while other asset
categories are being assessed annually in total before updating the TAM Plan and conclude
performance targets.
To define their performance measures, NCDOT is following the standards set forth by the
FTA Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) scale for each of the three asset
categories. Table 2 showcases the identified performance measures for each and their
specified performance targets.
The Public Transportation Division is also currently developing the Public Transportation
Statewide Strategic Plan. The Plan will help public transit systems keep pace with growth
through improved partnerships and recommendations for strategic transit investments that
build upon the success of the state's transit systems. The plan is being developed
cooperatively with communities across the state, as well as transit users, providers and
nonprofits. More information on the Plan is available in NCDOT’s Public Transportation
Statewide Strategic Plan.
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Table 2. TAM Performance Measures and Targets
Equipment

Rolling Stock

Facilities

% of revenue vehicles
within a particular asset
class meeting or
exceed respective
ULBs. This includes
tracking all revenue
vehicles including
NCDOT funded
vehicles and locallyowned vehicle assets.
All Rolling Stock must
be updated annually.

% of Facilities with a
condition rating below
3.0 on the FTA TERM
scale (1= Poor, 5=
Excellent). This category
includes entire existing
inventory, and all
facilities must be
updated by the Transit
System annually.

% of Equipment valued at
>$50,000/support/service
vehicles meeting or
exceeding useful life
benchmark

% of revenue vehicles
meeting or exceeding
ULBs by Asset Class.

Calculated according to
% of facilities with a
condition rating below
3.0 on the FTA TERM
scale

Service/Support Vehicles
ULB: 8 years

Assessed according to
Age based on Model
Year

% of Equipment meeting,
or exceeding, the Useful
Life Benchmarks (ULB) in
accordance with the TERM
scale. This includes all
Performance tangible assets used in the
Measures
provision of transportation
and all non-revenue
vehicles. This category
also includes any asset
valued at >$50,000.

Performance
Targets

6 Asset Classes w/
ULBS: Bus 14 years;
LTV 10 years' Minivan
8 years; Other 8 years;
Sports Utility Vehicle 8
years; Van 8 years.

Benchmarks
determined by Capital
Replacement Plan
Source: NCDOT, Transit Asset Management Plan Performance Targets and Measures

North Carolina’s Public Transportation Division also developed a Success Plan to lead the
Division and the State’s transit agencies to higher levels of quality and customer
satisfaction. This success plan is assessed through these three components10:
1. Articulated goals and outcomes;
2. A Work Plan of tactical projects and programs that will direct the PTD to annual
success;
3. A Performance Scorecard that measures PTD’s march for success with quarterly
monitoring.

10

NCDOT’s 2017-2018 Success Plan.
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The Performance Scorecard has been designed to create standards that all transit
agencies in the State should follow, including standards for transit asset management.
Figure 8 depicts the layout of the 2017-2018 scorecard, where within the “Strategic Area of
Focus” of Results Driven, Asset Management Quality is one of the performance measures
to be evaluated each quarter.
Figure 8. PTD Scorecard
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NCDOT TPM Approach to Pavement and Bridge
Condition and System Performance/Freight/CMAQ
Implementation of the performance management requirements requires coordination and
resource allocation across NCDOT offices as well as effective collaboration with
stakeholders. CS supported NCDOT’s ability to address these federal requirements with a
two-phased approach.

Phase 1: Target Setting and Performance Reporting
Phase 1, which is documented within this report, focuses on the process to reach
consensus on targets and prepare the baseline performance report for PM2 and PM3
measures.
Requirements
Details about the PM2 and PM3 rules are provided in the previous section. This section
presents the associated data requirements and a detailed approach to the PM2 and PM3
rules. A brief summary is provided below.
•

PM2 – National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Pavement
Condition for the National Highway Performance Program and Bridge Condition for
the National Highway Performance Program;

•

PM3 – National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Performance of
the National Highway System, Freight Movement on the Interstate System, and
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program;

•

Setting Targets – States must establish two- and four-year targets for PM2 and
PM3 performance measures. MPOs have an additional 180 days to establish
targets for their planning areas;

•

Reporting Targets – States must submit a Baseline Performance Period Report to
FHWA by October 1, 2018, referencing baseline performance/conditions for each
measure and reporting the two-year and four-year targets for pavement, bridge,
and system performance.

Figure 9 presents a summary of the applicable target setting and performance reporting
requirements for PM2 and PM3 measures. Table 3 summarizes the geographic
applicability for each PM2 and PM3 measure.
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Figure 9. PM2 and PM3 2-Year and 4-Year Targets and Performance Reports

Targets

Reports

•NCDOT sets state targets by 5/20/2018
•NCDOT must establish 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and
system performance measures
•MPOs have additional 180 days to establish 4-year targets

•NCDOT submites first biennial performance report to FHWA 10/1/2018
•Initial Baseline Performance Period Report discusses baseline
conditions/performance and references the 2-year and 4-year targets for
pavement, bridge and system performance

Table 3. Overview of PM2 and PM3 Target Setting
Final Rule

State Target Frequency

PM2 – Pavement
and Bridge
Condition
(6 measures)

4-year targets (% of pavements on the
Interstate system in good condition and poor
Statewide and MPO
condition)
2- & 4-year targets (% of pavements on the
(within 180 days of State
non-Interstate NHS in good condition and poor target establishment)
condition, % of NHS bridge deck area
classified in good condition and poor condition)

PM3 – System
Performance
(6 measures)

Applicability

2- & 4-year targets (% of person miles
traveled on Interstate system that are reliable,
Statewide and MPO
Truck travel time reliability on the Interstate
(within 180 days of State
system)
4-year targets (% of person miles traveled on target establishment)
the non-Interstate NHS that are reliable)
2- & 4-year targets (% of non-SOV travel)
4-year targets (annual hours of peak hour
excessive delay)

Charlotte (NC/SC)
urbanized area

2- & 4-year targets (total emissions reduction) Charlotte Ozone
maintenance area
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Collaboration and Coordination
To bring NCDOT into compliance with federal target setting requirements, extensive
coordination and collaboration with NCDOT agency staff took place over the course of six
months (November 2017 through May 2018). Three large work group meetings were
interspersed with smaller work group meetings and included Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs) to assist with establishing targets. This section describes the iterative and
collaborative process that was used to achieve a comprehensive target setting process.
Target Setting Framework, including coordination with NCDOT’s consultant developing the
State’s Transportation Asset Management Plan (TAMP). This working relationship helps
ensure that key timeframes and requirements are met and processes and resources are
aligned efficiently to support performance management.
CS supported NCDOT’s ability to address the federal requirements with the following
approach:
1. Support the Agency’s response to the 2018 target setting and system performance
reporting deadlines in a systematic, yet condensed timeframe, establishing for
NCDOT an efficient, repeatable, and fully compliant approach.
2. Provide technical assistance, guidance and expertise to an internal process (or
workgroup) which oversees a coordinated Agency response.
Three meetings were scheduled to bring
together Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) who
represent PM2 and PM3 areas. Key
components of those meetings included a
simulated target setting breakout exercise to
identify a process of target setting. Additionally,
SMEs completed a series of tasks to facilitate
discussion and idea sharing. Three groups
were created for the target setting exercise:
Bridge, System Performance and Pavement. At
the end of the meetings, the groups were asked
to share results and provide highlights of their
conversations.

SME Tasks
1. For each performance area,
review performance measure
information and recent trend data.
2. Identify and rank three
external/internal factors that
influence trends or future results.
3. Set targets based on priority
trends and factors.
4. Discuss and share your results.

Collaboration and coordination with NCDOT
and stakeholders is essential to effective
implementation of the new federal performance management requirements. The activities
documented in this report describe a detailed process that has enabled NCDOT to
cooperatively establish and adopt PM2 and PM3 targets for submission to FHWA by May
20, 2018. Collaboration and input obtained from NCDOT agency staff is key to the
implementation of the Data Framework and Target Setting Framework, and will ensure that
key timeframes and requirements are met.
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NCDOT and Cambridge Systematics worked to align coordination between NCDOT and
MPOs so that performance metrics and data were seamlessly integrated. These
opportunities included:
•

Establishing a workgroup or committee that includes MPO leadership to develop
statewide metrics, and

•

Brought together district representatives and local leadership in the workgroup
since target setting will differ for urbanized and rural areas.

This section also describes the important process of documenting NCDOT’s target
setting, milestones and deadlines for performance management and compliance with
federal rulemakings with the SMEs and NCDOT staff.
Internal – NCDOT and FHWA

Leveraging the input of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) as well as small and large work
groups is paramount for NCDOT to both comply with the rulemakings while also building
staff expertise and awareness. NCDOT internal SMEs and senior leaders for PM2 and PM3
are identified in Figure 10.
Figure 10. NCDOT Subject Matter Experts – PM2 and PM3

PM2: Pavement
(4 Targets)

•Randy Finger
•Camille Coombes
•Lonnie Watkins
•Faith Johnson

PM2: Bridge
(2 Targets)

•Dan Muller
•Greg Perfetti
•Wendy McAbee

PM3: Reliability/Delay
(4 Targets)

•Kelly Wells
•Charles Edwards

PM3: Congestion
/Emissions
(2 Targets)

•Heather
Hildebrandt
•Jamal Alavi
•Eddie Dancaussee

External – MPOs and Other Partners

External stakeholders are defined as MPOs and agencies outside of NCDOT that are
providing input on NCDOT’s progress towards the federal requirements and generally
enhancing internal/external coordination. Coordination with the MPOs is key in order to
support their process of addressing the Planning Rule requirements within new TIPs and
MTPs (following the May 2018 requirement) and performance reporting and target setting
requirements within the PM rules. Key stakeholders are identified in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. PM2 & PM3 “Core Group”

Performance
Metrics

STIP/SPOT

•Ehren Meister
•Angela Stahl
•Burt Tasaico

•Van Argabright
•David
Wasserman

Divison of
Highways
•Patrick
Norman

MPO/RPO
Representatives
•Bob Cook
•Matt Day
•Chris Lukasina
•Wannetta
Mallette

FHWA Staff
•Wendy
McAbee
•Loretta Barren
•Will Beatty
•Eddie
Dancausse
•Joe Geigle
•Brad Hibbs
•George Hoops

Building Block Process
Assessment/Baseline – The purpose of the assessment was to baseline the level of
Agency readiness, data availability, and progress towards relevant planning, data collection
and management, and programming practice applicable to TPM requirements.
Analytics and Approach to Target Setting – Identified the necessary trend data and
trend projections, strategic highway safety plan, freight plan, or current analytical processes
(from Internal Management Database or to populate external agency Dashboard) or from
other planning documents and tools available to inform target setting requirements.
Internal and External Coordination – Establish the role of Executive Management,
Metropolitan Planning Organizations, and FHWA during the process.
Establish Targets – Establish process for who adopts targets and how decisions are
reached and documented.
Consolidate, Report, Establish Repeatable/Transparent Process – Transparent
documentation of the approach, identify areas for improvement, and create a process
document for ongoing work.

Phase 2: Sustained and Streamlined NCDOT TPM Process
Phase 2 is a future effort and will be documented in a separate report. It will focus on
building more visible data requirements, data management protocols, and data reporting
tools. Phase 2 is designed to strengthen internal Agency capabilities to respond efficiently
and with increasing confidence to required recurring data submittals to FHWA (such as
annual HPMS submissions) and performance requirements. It would also focus on
enhancing NCDOT’s ability to share and translate time-sensitive, data intense information
to its planning and programming partners.
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NCDOT Bridge and Pavement Condition and System
Performance/Freight/CMAQ Targets – Assessment and
Analytics
The purpose of the assessment was to baseline the level of Agency readiness, data
availability, and progress towards relevant planning, data collection and management, and
programming practice applicable to the federal performance management requirements.
Following the assessment, CS and NCDOT identified the necessary trend data and trend
projections, strategic highway safety plan, freight plan, or current analytical processes (from
Internal Management Database or to populate external agency Dashboard) or from other
planning documents and tools available to inform target setting requirements within PM2
and PM3.

Bridge Condition Assessment and Analytics and Approach to PM2
Target Setting
Assessment
Based on interviews with SME’s the current process in place for bridges is an Excel based
deterioration analysis. Past practice shows that funds have been allocated by system level
goals including reducing the number of structurally deficient or “poor” condition bridges.
There is also an existing ten year practice of performance based planning and reporting.
As per Federal regulations, State DOTs must establish targets for all bridges carrying the
NHS; this includes on-and-off ramps connected to the NHS within a State, and bridges
carrying the NHS that cross a State border, regardless of ownership. For Bridge target
setting requirements, bridges have to be assessed based on their NHS bridge deck area.
The National Bridge Inventory (NBI) requests that reporting on bridge condition is based
on the lowest rating obtained for deck, superstructure, substructure, or culvert. In order to
set targets for the bridge deck area, asset management analyses and procedures must be
conducted and should reflect investment strategies toward achieving a state of good repair.
When setting these targets it is important to note that states are able to define their own
“state of good repair” (SGR), as such, NCDOT has ownership as how to identify SGR
bridges. Additionally, for bridges classified as “Structurally Deficient” (or poor), it is
important that there is a maximum of 10% of NHS bridges that are allowed to be classified
as such over a 3-year period per the Federal requirement.
NCDOT has completed work on analyzing a 5-year statewide trend on the condition of its
bridges, which collaborates in determining and identifying the 2-and-4 year performance
measure targets. Therefore, NCDOT is responsible for collecting all bridge condition data
necessary to set targets. When compared to FHWA standards, NCDOT has identified
“Poor” or “Structurally Deficient” condition the same as the FHWA, but has made its own
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identification process for “Good”, and has created a 9-point data rating using the same
coding scale as the FHWA (illustrated in Figure 12).
Figure 12. NBI Coding Scale
NCDOT definition for Bridge Health Index (BHI)
Good encompasses the condition at which the
bridge carries necessary traffic and does not
require significant rehabilitation. Thus, a welltimed preservation or rehabilitation can move a
BHI Poor bridge to a BHI Good in most cases.
When setting targets, NCDOT has committed
to having a positive outcome of addressing the
state strategy that will satisfy federal targets.
Gaps
The existing gaps for bridges includes no
tracking or reporting by NHS or off-NHS, and
minimal documentation and progress is
tracked by the number of structures against the square feet deck area.
Process
The target setting process was done through an Excel based trend and deterioration
analysis. The following charts showcase the trends for NHS Bridge Deck Area in “Good”
condition and “Poor” condition, and the points for determining their 2-and-4-year target
ranges. Chart 1 illustrates the trend path of NHS Bridge deck area classified as in “Good”
condition and the potential range at the end 2019 (37% to 29%) and 2021 (35% to 25%).
Chart 2 explains the reasoning behind the 2-year target range (9% to 7%) and 4-year
target range (10% to 8%) for NHS Bridge deck area classified as in “Poor” condition.
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Chart 1. NHS Bridge Deck Area: Percent in Good Condition

Chart 2. NHS Bridge Deck Area: Percent in Poor Condition
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Key Takeaways and Targets
The analyzed trends that contributed to the development of performance base target
ranges for 2020 and 2022, may be affected by internal and external factors. Some of the
internal factors include projects that have recently been open-to-traffic, maintenance
backlog, and the Bridge Maintenance Improvement Program (BMIP) along with NCDOT’s
ongoing strategy to reduce the number of structurally deficient bridges by 2030. External
factors, include weather events, historical funding and escalation of material costs,
streamlined processes and project delivery, and increased freight or truck Vehicle Miles
Traveled (VMT) on Interstate and NHS routes.
NCDOT’s bridge performance measures differ from the Federal bridge metrics in terms of
the units of measure and associated bridge systems. The differences are small enough to
enable a trend line analysis to be reasonably accurate and complimentary to projections
for the state performance measure. However, without a solid understanding of all of the
variables involved in the Federal measurement, a level of uncertainty exists. Thus, the
bridge targets were set conservatively because of the uncertainty involved in this analysis.
Based on these key takeaways and considerations, the following PM2 bridge condition
targets were set:
NCDOT PM2 Bridge Condition Targets

2-yr

4-yr

Percent of NHS bridge area classified as in good condition

33.0%

30.0%

Percent of NHS bridge area classified as in poor condition

8.0%

9.0%

Pavement Condition Assessment and Analytics and Approach to PM2
Target Setting
Assessment
The International Roughness Index (IRI), which measures smoothness and ride quality, is
used to assess the condition of pavement. The PM2 rule specifies that state DOTs must
establish pavement condition targets for the full extent of the Interstate and of the nonInterstate NHS, regardless of ownership. Subcomponents to be measured for pavement
condition include cracking, rutting, and faulting. It’s important to note the IRI, Cracking
percent, rutting, and faulting apply to all travel lanes, and excludes ramps, shoulders, turn
lanes, crossovers, and rest areas. Per federal regulation there is a threshold for no more
than 5% of Interstate pavements to be allowed to be in “Poor” condition. However, this
minimum excludes bridges and invalid/missing data and non-interstate NHS pavement. If
the minimum is not met for any year, the State must then obligate NHPP funds and transfer
STP funds to improve pavement.
NCDOT compiled and analyzed a 5-year statewide trend on the condition of its pavements,
which was used to assist with determining and identifying the 2- and 4-year performance
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measure targets. Figure 13 displays the Federal pavement metrics and thresholds used for
assessing pavement and determining its condition.
Figure 13. Federal Pavement Rating Scale

Gaps
The new federal measures and metrics are still being understood for computation and
application purposes. Invalid/missing data leads to a negative influence on trend analysis
and target setting.
Process
The target setting process was done through an Excel based trend and deterioration
analysis. The charts that follow showcase the trends for Interstate Pavement in “Good” and
“Poor” condition, and the patterns that led to determining the 4-year target range. These
are then followed by the charts for non-Interstate pavement. Chart 3 illustrates the Interstate
Pavement classified as in “Good” condition, its 3-and-5 year trend lines, and the identified
4-year target range (35% to 45%).
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Chart 3. Interstate Pavement: Percent in Good Condition

For “Poor” condition, the trend analysis found that the 4-year target range of percent of
Interstate Pavement in “Poor” condition should be between 2.0% to 2.5%.
Chart 4. Interstate Pavement: Percent in Poor Condition
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For non-Interstate pavement the ranges for targets are quite different than those for
Interstate-only pavement, and include 2-and-4-year ranges for both pavement in “Good”
and “Poor” condition.
Chart 5. Non-Interstate Pavement: Percent in Good Condition

Chart 6. Non-Interstate Pavement: Percent in Poor Condition
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Key Takeaways and Targets
The analyzed trends that contributed to the development of performance base target
ranges for the end of 2019 and 2021 may be affected by internal and external factors. Some
of the internal factors include pavement treatment triggers and/or decisions, the Highway
Maintenance Improvement Program (HMIP), and STIP capacity projects open to traffic.
Likewise, there are some external factors that may impact the target setting, such as:
funding stability, state driven targets and budget allocations outside of federal measures,
Interstate and NHS VMT, and truck VMT. Additionally, data fluctuations, including random
peaks, made the trend assessment challenging. NCDOT’s pavement performance
measures differ from the Federal pavement metrics in terms of the units of measure and
associated systems. The differences are small enough to enable a trend line analysis to be
reasonably accurate and complimentary to projections for the state performance measure.
However, without a solid understanding of all of the variables involved in the Federal
measurement, a level of uncertainty exists. Thus, the pavement condition targets were set
conservatively because of this uncertainty.
Based on these key takeaways and considerations, the following PM2 pavement condition
targets were set:
NCDOT PM2 Pavement Condition Targets

2-yr

4-yr

Percent of pavements on the Interstate system in good condition

n/a

37.0%

Percent of pavements on the Interstate system in poor condition

n/a%

2.2%

Percent of pavements on the non-Interstate NHS in good condition

27.0%

21.0%

Percent of pavements on the non-Interstate NHS in poor condition

4.2%

4.7%
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System Performance and Freight Assessment and Analytics and
Approach to PM3 Target Setting
Assessment
NCDOT Traffic Systems Operations Unit works with the University of Maryland CATT Lab,
the developer of the Regional Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS)
through membership in the I-95 Corridor Coalition. RITIS includes real-time highway
network performance data feeds including incident, event, detector, and probe related data;
situational awareness tools that enable visualizations of current and trend data through
maps, tables, and graphics; and, specifically to support MAP-21 / FAST Act target setting,
statewide, regional, and link level summaries and trend data for level of travel time
reliability, truck travel time reliability, and peak hours of excessive delay.
Data supporting the system performance, freight, and CMAQ traffic congestion measures
is consistent with the National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS)
version 1 (through 2016) and version 2 (starting in 2017) data sets which are based on
HERE data (NPMRDS version 1) and INRIX data (NPMRDS version 2). The real-time
probe data are collected from a variety of sources including mobile devices, connected
autos, portable navigation devices, commercial fleets, and sensors. NPMRDS includes
historical average travel times in 5 minutes increments on daily basis covering the National
Highway System (NHS).Through the I-95 Corridor Coalition NCDOT subscribes to these
data sources to inform planning, traffic operation strategies, and now performance
management and target setting.
The availability of this data, and access to the RITIS MAP-21 application enabled NCDOT
to conduct a broad set of analysis to review trends with minimal addition effort associated
with data quality review and manual measure calculations. Through coordination with the
University of Maryland, the measures reported in RITIS were also updated to reflect the
new FHWA guidance on vehicle occupancy factors. NCDOT staff and MPOs have access
to RITIS through a password protected site. Examples of the functionality of RITIS within
the MAP-21, NPMRDS analytics applications, are presented in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. RITIS MAP-21 Application

The measures covered by RITIS that are consistent with the TPM requirements for system
performance and freight measures include:
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•

Interstate Level of Travel Time Reliability (LOTTR) – 1,340 route miles
Step 1: LOTTR 



      



      

Segments with LOTTR < 1.5 are considered reliable
Segments with LOTTR > 1.5 are considered unreliable

Step 2:
% of Person Miles Traveled on Interstate that are Reliable 

∑567-8976*+,- . /0- . 1234
∑:;:87*+,- . /0- . 1234

x 100

Where: SLi = Interstate segment length, AVi = Total Annual Traffic Volume on Interstate
segment, OFj = Occupancy factor for geographic area
LOTTR is calculated for four time periods – weekday AM peak (6am-10am), weekday midday
(10am-4pm), weekday PM peak (4pm-8pm), and weekend (6am-8pm).
A segment is considered reliable if LOTTR for all four time periods is < 1.5. If LOTTR is >=
1.5 for any of the four time periods, the segment is considered unreliable.

•

Non-Interstate NHS Level of Travel Time Reliability (LOTTR) – same approach as
the Interstate measure, focused on the 4,329 non-Interstate NHS route miles in North
Carolina

•

Interstate Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR) –
Step 1: TTTR 

?

    @A    



    @A    

Step 2: TTTR Index 

∑D
-EF*+,- B. C- 4
∑D
-EF*+,-4

Where: I = Interstate System reporting segment, maxTTTRi = maximum TTTR of the 5 time
periods for segment "i", SLi = Segment length of segment "i“, T = Total number of Interstate
System reporting segments
TTTR is calculated for five time periods – weekdays: 6am-10am, 10am-4pm, 4pm-8pm;
weekends: 6 am-8 pm; night: 8pm-6 am (7 days). The truck travel time reliability index is a
ratio of the length-weighted average of the maximum TTTR metric across the five time periods
(the worst observed value) to the total length of the Interstate system.

Gaps or Data Concerns
The data and analytics within RITIS reflects a nearly 100 percent coverage of travel time
and speed limit data on the Interstate and Non-Interstate NHS within North Carolina. The
NPMRDS data, which RITIS summarizes, expanded in terms of coverage and adjusted the
travel time processing approach in 2017 with the release of NPMRDS Version 2. As a
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result, particularly for the Non-Interstate NHS, there is a significant difference from pre2017 data, creating challenges for establishing a confident trend to inform target setting.
Process
The RITIS MAP-21 application enabled an evaluation of a 5+ year trend at the statewide,
regional, and corridor scale for the System Performance and Freight measures. CS
conducted analysis through RITIS, reviewed external and internal factors, and collaborated
with Traffic System Operations staff across three working meetings during February and
March 2018. These working meetings reviewed data findings, trends, external and internal
factors, and built consensus on the approach to setting targets and ultimately established
the targets.
RITIS enables a view of both monthly and average annual data. Charts 7-9 present five
year annual trends (2013 through 2017) for the three measures, as well as trend lines and
associated potential target ranges.
Chart 7. Percent of Person Miles Travelled on the Interstate that are Reliable - Trend
and Target Ranges
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Chart 8. Percent of Person Miles Travelled on the Non-Interstate NHS that are
Reliable - Trend and Target Ranges

Note: 2016 to 2017 data shift a result of NPMRDS vendor change and data expansion, not change in performance.

Chart 9. Interstate Truck Travel Time Reliability – Trend and Target Ranges

Note: 2016 to 2017 data shift a result of NPMRDS vendor change and data expansion, not change in performance.
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The team also investigated each measure at the regional scale and also aggregated by
urban and non-urban facilities and individual corridors. The following general conclusions
were reached for each measure:
•

Interstate LOTTR – The statewide value of 87.9% reliable person miles traveled in
2017 is driven down primarily by the Charlotte and Raleigh/Durham regions (CRTPO,
CAMPO, DCHCMPO) which cover 34.1% of Interstate passenger miles traveled and
average 72% reliable person miles traveled. I-85 in the Cabarrus-Rowan MPO
(primarily associated with the ongoing I-85 widening project) and the Gaston-ClevelandLincoln MPO show 81% and 85% reliable person miles traveled – otherwise, all other
urban area interstates show reliable person miles at or above the statewide average in
2017. All non-urban interstates average 95% or higher reliable person miles traveled.

•

Non-Interstate NHS LOTTR – The statewide value of 88.4% reliable person miles
traveled in 2017 is in-part driven down by the Charlotte and Raleigh/Durham regions
(CRTPO, CAMPO, DCHCMPO) which cover 23% of statewide passenger miles
traveled and average 75% reliable person miles traveled. There are more mid- and
small-MPOs and non-urban places with reliability issues for non-Interstate NHS
facilities. For segments considered unreliable, the majority of rural and small-urban
segments see weekend LOTTR >= 1.5 (note, if one time period is >= 1.5, then the
segment is considered unreliable).

•

Interstate Truck Travel Time Reliability – The statewide truck travel time reliability
index in 2017 is 1.40. Similar to the LOTTR measures, statewide reliability is impacted
significantly by the Charlotte and Raleigh/Durham regions which average a 1.78 truck
travel time reliability and total 17.5% of Interstate truck VMT. Because this measure is
weighted by facility miles, the non-urban 1.20 truck travel time reliability has a large
impact on the statewide average. Note, Figure 15 presents a RITIS generated map of
truck travel time reliability with weigh station locations identified. Weigh stations and
work zones impact reliability – for example I-85 in Cabarrus/Rowan and I-85 in Warren
County, are examples where work zones have led to degraded truck travel time
reliability.

Note, the data summarized through RITIS is limited in terms of the depth of analysis.
Review of the raw NPMRDS Version 2 enables investigation of the performance of each
TMC on the NHS (over 12,000 in North Carolina). For example, CS conducted additional
analysis which counted the number of failing TMCs (LOTTR >= 1.5) by Interstate and nonInterstate NHS segmented by rural, small urban, and urban. Also, the count of TMCs with
one period > 1.45 or > 1.40 was also summarized to help inform how many segments are
at risk for changing to unreliable in future years.
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Figure 15. 2017 Truck Travel Time Reliability Map

External and Internal Factors

Traffic Systems Operations and CS staff considered multiple factors that likely impacted
the 5-year performance trend and could impact future performance. The external factors
included VMT growth, truck travel demand, and severe crashes.
•

VMT Growth – As presented in Figure 16, since 2012, urban VMT has averaged a
2.8% increase per year while rural VMT has remained overall steady. VMT growth
is a primary driver of decreasing reliability.

•

Truck Travel Demand – The Statewide Multimodal Freight Plan projected future
commodity flows, showing a 43 percent increase in total tonnage over the next thirty
years, especially in bulk commodity groups. It is expected that many of the truck
trips associated with the highway commodity flows will travel on non-interstate
roadways for some portion of the trip. This growth will have significant impacts on
both LOTTR and truck travel time reliability performance.

•

Severe Truck Crashes – Crashes involving trucks can particularly impact truck
travel time reliability. Per analysis in the Statewide Multimodal Freight Plan,
between 2011 and 2015, over 49,000 truck-involved crashes occurred in the State,
with the total number of crashes increasing in each year. Ten counties accounted
for nearly half of all truck crashes in the State, all of which are located within one of
the State’s major metropolitan regions: Charlotte, Triangle, Triad, Asheville, and
Fayetteville regions.
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Figure 16. Urban and Rural VMT by System

•

2018 – 2027 Planned STIP Investments – NCDOT and CS reviewed Interstate and
non-Interstate NHS expansion projects planned to be open-to-traffic by 2021 in the
Charlotte and Raleigh/Durham regions. There were 14 committed projects ($712
million) that could positively impact reliability over the next 4 years. Work zones
associated with current and planned projects can have a significant impact on
reliability – however, project management and phasing strategies can minimize this
impact. Incident management strategies and traffic management can also
significantly benefit reliability.

Key Takeaways and Targets
•

The last 5-year trend for Interstate LOTTR shows an average annual decrease of 11.5%, with a maximum decrease at 1.7%.

•

For non-interstate NHS LOTTR, the average annual decrease is 2.9% to 3.9% (based
on pre-2017 data trend).

•

Since 2013, Interstate TTTR in North Carolina has steadily increased by 1.7% annually
(based on pre-2017 data trend).

•

Overall, the LOTTR and TTTR trends reflect a 5-year pattern of declining performance
that is likely to continue relative to population and VMT growth.
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•

In addition, severe crashes involving trucks is anticipated to remain a challenge and we
expect truck volumes to continue to grow.

•

Committed investments and NCDOT’s incident management and traffic management
strategies will continue to address local and regional bottlenecks, however at the
statewide scale, these investments are unlikely to move the needle.

The combination of these considerations point toward a conservative stance for setting
targets for these measures, particularly given continuing strong population and economic
growth anticipated in North Carolina over the next 4-years. Subject matter experts
presented the target ranges, rationale, and draft targets for each measure and required
target year to the Core Group and leadership in advance of final target acceptance at the
Large Working Group meeting #3.
Based on these key takeaways and considerations, the following PM3 reliability targets
were set:
NCDOT PM3 Reliability Targets

2-yr

4-yr

80.0%

75%

Percent of person miles traveled on the non-Interstate NHS that are
reliable (Level of Travel Time Reliability, LOTTR)

n/a

70.0%

Truck Travel Time Reliability Index on the Interstate System (TTTR)

1.65

1.70

Percent of person miles traveled on the Interstate system that are
reliable (Level of Travel Time Reliability, LOTTR)

For these three measures, the ultimate 2- and 4-year targets selected are consistent with
the maximum past 5-year trend of declining performance, which maintains a conservative
stance given the external and internal factors.
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CMAQ Congestion Measures Assessment and Analytics and
Approach to Target Setting
Assessment
Peak Hour Excessive Delay (PHED) is a measurement of traffic congestion on the NHS
and is expressed as annual hours of peak hour excessive delay per capita. The threshold
for excessive delay is based on the travel time at 20 miles per hour or 60% of the posted
speed limit travel time, whichever is greater, and is measured in 15-minute intervals. Peak
travel hours are defined as 6-10 a.m. on weekday mornings; the weekday afternoon period
is 3-7 p.m. or 4-8 p.m. The total excessive delay metric is weighted by vehicle volumes and
occupancy. Thus, this is a measure of person-hours of delay, rather than vehicle-hours.
Non-Single Occupancy Vehicle (Non-SOV) Travel measures the percent of vehicle travel
that occurs with more than one occupant in the vehicle. This measure is based on person
travel within the region.
Unlike the other PM2 and PM3 performance measures that apply statewide and by MPO
area, the PHED and Non-SOV measures apply only in urbanized areas (UZA).
Furthermore, the measures initially apply only in UZAs with a population of more than one
million that are also nonattainment or maintenance areas for ozone, carbon monoxide or
particulate matter. States and MPOs within an applicable UZA must coordinate to set a
single, unified four-year target for the entire UZA for PHED, and two- and four-year targets
for Non-SOV travel11.
In North Carolina, these measures currently apply only to the Charlotte, NC-SC UZA. The
following agencies have planning area boundaries that overlap with the UZA: CabarrusRowan MPO, Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Organization, GastonCleveland-Lincoln MPO, Rock Hill-Fort Mills Area Transportation Study, NCDOT, and
South Carolina DOT. Per the final performance measure rule and FHWA’s CMAQ Measure
Applicability Determination, the Greater Hickory MPO is encouraged to coordinate with
these agencies in setting targets, but is not required to do so. Figure 17 presents a map of
the Charlotte, NC-SC UZA and the MPOs involved in setting the targets.
A Metrolina Coordination group comprised of these agencies was established to review
applicable data and reach agreement on PHED and Non-SOV targets. To identify PHED
trends, the group analyzed data from the National Performance Measures Research
Dataset (NPMRDS), a federally-funded dataset derived from vehicle/passenger GPS data.
NPMRDS covers the entire NHS and provides average travel times in five-minute time
periods for a travel segment measured continuously throughout the year. The Regional
Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS) tool was used to analyze historic

11

Beginning January 1, 2022, the UZA population threshold for this measure changes from one million to 200,000, and 2-year and
4-year targets must be set for both measures.
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travel times. RITIS reports PHED for the UZA, using default values for the percentage of
total traffic and the average vehicle occupancy (AVO) for cars, buses, and trucks.
For the Non-SOV measure, agencies have three data source options for developing the
target. These include the American Community Survey (ACS), use of a local travel survey,
and use of locally-collected samples or continuous counts of travelers using non-SOV
modes.
Figure 17. Charlotte, NC-SC UZA and MPO, State, and Maintenance Area Boundaries
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Gaps
The primary data elements required to calculate PHED are: travel times on the NHS (in 15minute segments), vehicle type (car, truck, and bus); vehicle occupancy factors; speed
limits; and total UZA population. Data is available for each of these elements. The RITIS
tool and the underlying NPMRDS travel time data provide the means to analyze historical
delay trends for NHS facilities within state, MPO, or UZA boundaries. Default AVO values
are assumed within the tool as follows: AVO (car) = 1.55; AVO (truck) = 1.11; AVO (bus) =
10.25. These values were derived from the National Household Transportation Survey
(NHTS) and the National Transit Database (NTD). FHWA is currently developing national
level AVO defaults, and agencies may develop their own localized AVO data, but current
state of practice is to use the RITIS values. Speed limits are not contained within RITIS.
However, NCDOT staff provided posted speed limits for NHS facilities within the Charlotte,
NC-SC UZA.
To evaluate Non-SOV travel, the group chose to use ACS data. ACS is census information
based on “commuting to work” survey responses representing a sample of workers age 16
and over. Available survey responses for commuting to work are Drove alone, carpooled,
public transportation (excluding taxicabs), walked, other means, or worked at home. The
Charlotte region does collect robust travel behavior information that is used for regional
travel demand forecasting. However, the use of this data for setting the Non-SOV targets
and reporting performance is not allowed because it is more than two years old.
Process
The Metrolina Coordination Group met to review the CMAQ congestion measures and
related requirements and discuss options for setting targets. The group reviewed PHED
data for recent years to identify a range of possible targets based on a trendline forecast
for the first four-year reporting period. Chart 10 shows the trend for PHED on the NHS in
the UZA. As shown, PHED increased year over year, from 14.69 hours per capita in 2014
to 19.30 hours in 2017. This represents decreasing performance over the most recent four
year period. The group decided to use the 3-7 pm peak period, which shows more delay
than the 4-8 pm period.
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Chart 10. Recent Trends – Annual Hours of PHED per Capita for the Charlotte, NCSC UZA

The group also reviewed ACS data for recent years to identify a range of possible NonSOV Travel targets. Chart 11 shows the trend of non-SOV Travel based on ACS data from
2012 to 2016, which is the most recent data available. As shown, the percent of Non-SOV
travel has remained fairly steady between 2012 and 2016, ranging from 21.5 percent to
21.8 percent. The trendline shows a slight downward trend, which represents decreasing
performance over the year period.
The group discussed factors influencing PHED and Non-SOV travel. Key factors include
VMT growth, population growth, economic trends, ongoing highway construction, and
completed projects that add transit or highway capacity.
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Chart 11. Recent Trends – Percent of Non-SOV Travel within the Charlotte, NC-SC
UZA

Key Takeaways and Targets
Based on trendline projections, PHED at the end of the reporting period is expected to be
in the range of 27-34 hours, and Non-SOV Travel is likely to be in the range of 20.5 to 22.0
percent. The primary factors that appear to affect delay and Non-SOV travel are increases
in population and VMT. In the Charlotte region, population growth is expected to occur over
the next four years at a pace similar to the previous four years, in which declining PHED
and slightly declining Non-SOV Travel performance occurred. In addition, projects in the
current STIP and TIP are unlikely to have a significant impact on reducing PHED and NonSOV travel. Major projects coming online in the region include the opening of the Lynx Blue
Line to the UNC Charlotte campus and the I-77 Express Lanes. These projects will shift
some travel from auto to transit mode and are expected to result in shorter travel times for
some travelers on the I-77 corridor. However, the magnitude of these shifts and the
resulting effect on PHED and Non-SOV travel over the next two and four years is unknown.
Based on these considerations, and taking a conservative approach, the Metrolina
Coordination Group selected the following PHED and Non-SOV targets:
NCDOT/Metrolina Group PM3 CMAQ Targets, Charlotte UZA

2-yr

4-yr

Annual hours of peak hour excessive delay per capita

n/a

34.0%

21.0%

21.0%

Percent of non-single occupant vehicle travel
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CMAQ On-Road Emissions Measure Assessment and Analytics and
Approach to Target Setting
Assessment
On-road Emissions metric measures total applicable emission reductions for CMAQfunded projects and applies to states and MPOs that contain all or part of a nonattainment
or maintenance area for ozone, CO, PM10, or PM2.5. Targets are set for the state and for
each applicable MPO. The state target is sum of the MPO targets.
In North Carolina, this measure applies to agencies in the Charlotte-Rock Hill 8-hour Ozone
Maintenance Area. These agencies are NCDOT, CRMPO, CRTPO, and GCLMPO. Figure
18 is a map of the Charlotte-Rock Hill Ozone Maintenance Area and the agencies involved
in setting On-Road Emission targets.
Figure 18. Charlotte-Rock Hill Ozone Maintenance Area

Gaps
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The measure represents the cumulative two-year and four-year emission reductions in
kg/day for CMAQ funded projects within the planning area boundaries. When setting
targets, emission reductions are estimated for each CMAQ funded project by pollutant. The
data source for the emission reductions is the CMAQ Public Access System. States are
required to enter project information, including emissions, into the system by March 1 for
each CMAQ project funded in the previous Federal fiscal year.
Process
The baseline condition represents the sum of emissions reductions, in kilograms/day for
each applicable pollutant, from all CMAQ funded projects in the CRMPO planning area that
were reported in the CMAQ Public Access System between Federal fiscal years 2014 to
2017. The baseline emissions are:
•
•
•

CO: 71.989 kg/day
VOC: 11.135 kg/day
NOx: 32.907 kg/day

Some of the projects in the CMAQ System did not have emission reductions entered. For
these projects, NCDOT staff reviewed the applicable CMAQ project applications to
determine emissions. Emission reduction data for some projects was entered using
incorrect units (e.g., grams/day instead of kilograms/day). These were corrected.
In determining statewide target ranges, NCDOT totaled the expected cumulative emission
reductions for each pollutant from CMAQ projects authorized for funding over the period of
2014 through 2017. Based on this data, the range of reductions are:
•
•
•

CO: 5.76 - 17.36 kg/day
VOC: 0.13 - 2.75 kg/day
NOx: 1.18 - 8.20 kg/day
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Chart 12. CMAQ Project Emission Benefits, 2014 - 2017

CMAQ Project Emission Benefits

Emission Reductions (kg/day)

35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00

2014

2015

2016

2017

CO

26.80

7.77

29.10

5.76

VOC

7.03

1.87

1.97

0.13

NOx

2.11

1.18

0.00

30.14

Key Takeaways and Targets
The targets reflect anticipated cumulative 2-year and 4-year emission reductions for the
CMAQ funded projects expected to be reported in the CMAQ Public Access System. The
minimum and maximum emission reductions in kg/day from all CMAQ projects authorized
for funding in each year, from 2014 through 2017, were totaled for each pollutant. The
minimum reduction in any given year was then selected as the basis for the target for future
years. For CO and VOC, the year with the minimum amount of emission reductions from
CMAQ projects was 2017, and for NOx it was 2015. (Note that the NOx total for 2016 in
the figure above results from on project that had a NOx dis-benefit; this result is atypical so
was therefore not considered).
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The following two- and four-year targets were developed:
NCDOT PM3 CMAQ On-Road Mobile Source Emission Reduction Targets
2-yr target:

CO: 11.522 kg/day
VOC: 0.252 kg/day
NOx: 2.360 kg/day

4-yr targets:
CO: 23.044 kg/day
VOC: 0.504 kg/day
NOx: 4.720 kg/day

In developing the targets, it is important to note that the yearly emission benefits are highly
variable. The emission benefits of CMAQ projects are dependent on project type. Many
factors are out of NCDOT control, including project selection and project delivery by local
agencies selecting projects and running the CMAQ program. Approved CMAQ project
applications from 2016-2019 show improved emission benefits compared to the 2014-2017
authorized projects used for target setting. However, project delivery schedules and
authorization dates are uncertain and may change future targets based on data available
at a later time. For these reasons, a conservative target setting approach was followed.
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Interagency Coordination and Involvement
Participants in the Target
Setting Process

MPOS
& RPOs

Subject
Matter
Experts
FHWA

Federal requirements state that a significant
level of coordination is required. To that end,
NCDOT staff has collaborated internally and
pulled in key stakeholders from regional
organizations to assist in their target setting
exercises. Over a nine month period, three
large work group meetings were held with
several smaller, more granular meetings
taking place biweekly between the large
meetings. The data from these meetings was
filtered through and funneled into creating
performance targets.

During this process, NCDOT has utilized the
knowledge and experience of Subject Matter
Experts. Additionally, the Department
reached out to more local planning
Performance
organizations such as MPOs and RPOs.
Measures & Targets
Individuals from the State Transportation
Improvement
Program
(not
shown),
Strategic Prioritization Office of Transportation, FHWA, and Division of Highways (not
shown) also participated in the process. By involving so many different organizations,
NCDOT has been able to address target setting in a way that is inclusive and
comprehensive. While the role of SMEs is important in knowing what to pursue,
involvement of stakeholders is important in knowing how to pursue target setting.
Staff that specialize in bridges, pavement, freight, and safety have been active throughout
the whole process in addition to the SMEs of those topics. However, NCDOT staff
themselves represent a diverse cross-section of the agency. Staff from planning and
systems were involved, as well as maintenance staff and asset analysis staff. They have
each contributed information critical to establishing thorough and compliant performance
measures.
Further detail regarding NCDOT’s approach to target setting specifically with regards to
PM2 and PM3, please refer to the Collaboration and Coordination subsection.
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Target Setting Process & Outcomes
Implementation of the performance management requirements will require coordination
and resource allocation across NCDOT offices as well as effective collaboration with
stakeholders. The framework is intended to guide implementation, requiring a clear outline.
Figure 19 is a supplement to the coordination process described previously in this report.
Figure 19. Performance Measure Setting Overall Approach

The target setting process is extensive primarily because there are several “moving
parts.” Definitions can differ between agencies and data can be interpreted differently
across individuals. These factors can contribute to inconsistencies, which can pose a
challenge to target setting.
NCDOT has taken steps to ensure that the State’s performance measures are uniform
and logical, by starting with the very basics first. The biweekly meetings have been
incubators for ideas while the Large Work Group meetings have been forums for ideas to
be refined. This format has allowed key Large Work Group time to be spent on advancing
towards target setting instead of focusing too much on minutia.
These Large Work Group meetings have been essential in establishing target setting
parameters and identifying the factors that could influence targets set. The level of
coordination and involvement in these meetings also ensures that the performance
measures are being approached in a methodical way that is compliant with federal
requirements. Baseline analysis and trend projections have also been presented at these
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meetings, allowing participants to gain a solid understanding of what their targets should
look like. And it is in these large working groups that the targets will actually be set.
NCDOT has conducted extensive coordination and collaboration within the Department
and with NCDOT’s stakeholders over the course of several months, beginning in late
2017 and continuing through 2018. NCDOT coordinated with NC’s MPOs through several
activities. MPO representatives attended NCDOT’s target setting kickoff meeting in
December 2017. NCDOT staff attended meetings of the NC Association of Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (NCAMPO) beginning in late 2017 to present TPM information,
describe the state’s target setting approach, provide periodic updates, and present and
review draft targets. NCDOT also met with the NC Association of Rural Planning
Organizations. NCDOT held periodic Large Work Group meetings throughout the first few
months of 2018 as part of the state target setting process. The purpose of the meetings
was to provide a timeline for state target setting and update progress, define target setting
approaches, develop a range of possible targets for each measure, seek input on target
selection, and gain consensus on draft and final state targets. MPOs were invited to and
attended each of these work group meetings.
For the CMAQ measures specific to the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area (UZA),
NCDOT initiated coordination with the applicable MPOs (CRTPO, CRMPO, GCLMPO,
and RFATS) and South Carolina DOT (SCDOT) to establish single, unified UZA targets
for Annual Hours of Peak Hour Excessive Delay (PHED) Per Capita and Percent of NonSingle Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) Travel.
To further enhance coordination, NCDOT initiated development of the required
performance management agreement between NCDOT, the MPOs, and providers of
public transportation (and SCDOT where applicable for CMAQ measures). NCDOT
shared a first draft of the agreement with the MPOs at a February NCAMPO meeting and
solicited comments, which were incorporated into revised drafts. A final version was
provided to the MPOs in early April to provide sufficient time for MPOs to get their
agreements in place.
NCDOT’s PM2 targets were set with significant involvement from staff working on
NCDOT’s Transportation Asset Management Plan (TAMP). This coordination was
valuable in gaining an understanding of recent trends and baseline performance using
NCDOT’s pavement and bridge metrics and in comparing those with Federal TPM
metrics, as well as in understanding future expected performance. NCDOT’s established
targets will be reflected in the final TAMP.

Target Summary
Table 4 presents a simple summary of all the applicable PM2 and PM3 targets with
references to the Federal code sections. Following the summary table are target snapshots
for each measure.
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Table 4. NCDOT PM2 and PM3 Targets
Performance Measure & Target Setting Rationale

NCDOT Targets
2-yr
4-yr

National Performance Management Measures for Assessing Pavement Condition
23 CFR 490 (Subpart A, C)

Percent of pavements on the Interstate system in GOOD condition

37.0%

Percent of pavements on the Interstate system in POOR condition

2.2%

Percent of pavements on the non-Interstate NHS in GOOD condition

27.0%

21.0%

Percent of pavements on the non-Interstate NHS in POOR condition

4.2%

4.7%

National Performance Management Measures for Assessing Bridge Condition
23 CFR 490 (Subpart A, D)

Percent of NHS bridge deck area classified as in GOOD condition

33.0%

30.0%

Percent of NHS bridge deck area classified as in POOR condition

8.0%

9.0%

National Performance Management Measures to Assess Performance of the
National Highway System 23 CFR 490 (Subpart A, E)
Percent of person miles traveled on the Interstate system that are reliable (Level
of Travel Time Reliability, LOTTR)

80.0%

Percent of person miles traveled on the non-Interstate NHS that are reliable
(Level of Travel Time Reliability, LOTTR)

75.0%
70.0%

National Performance Management Measures to Assess Freight Movement on the
Interstate System 23 CFR 490 (Subpart A, F)
Truck Travel Time Reliability on the Interstate System

1.65

1.70

National Performance Management Measures for Assessing the Congestion Mitigation and Air
Quality Improvement Program 23 CFR 490 (Subpart A, G, H)
Annual hours of peak-hour excessive delay per capita (Charlotte Urbanized Area)
Percent of non-single occupant vehicle travel (Charlotte Urbanized Area)

On-Road Mobile Source Emissions – CMAQ Emissions Reduction
(Charlotte Maintenance Area)

34.0
21.0%

21.0%

2-year target:
CO: 11.522 kg/day
VOC: 0.252 kg/day
NOx: 2.360 kg/day
4-year target:
CO: 23.044 kg/day
VOC: 0.504 kg/day
NOx: 4.720 kg/day
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Next Steps and Process Evolution
NCDOT is completing the Biennial Performance Report that is due to be submitted to
FHWA by October 1, 2018. The report, for the Baseline Performance Period, will describe
the baseline performance conditions for the PM2 and PM3 measures and a description of
the target setting process for each. The contents of this report will serve as the basis for
much of the information for the Performance Report. In October 2020, NCDOT will update
the Baseline report with a summary of performance for each PM2 and PM3 measure during
the period of January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2019. At the time this report, called the Mid
Performance Period Report, is due (October 1, 2020), NCDOT may choose to adjust any
of the 4-year targets that are described I this report.
NCDOT is also beginning the process of developing the NC2050 long-range statewide
transportation plan. NC2050 will establish a framework for transportation investment in
NC that considers performance across highway, transit, pavement and bridge needs.
NCDOT’s highway and transit performance targets will be reflected in the analysis
conducted during plan development.
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Appendix
Large Work Group Meeting Summaries
Large Workgroup Meeting #1- Minutes

NCDOT- Large Work Group Meeting # 1
Transportation Performance Measures
February 20th, 2018 (1:30-3:30, EIC Room)

Alpesh kicked off the meeting, welcomed attendees on the webinar and introduced key staff in the room who
represent PM2 or PM3 areas. Alpesh acknowledged the large number of NC MPOs online and asked SC
officials to introduce themselves.
Alpesh started the Power Point Presentation and reviewed the purpose and outline of the meeting, the role of the
consultant team and of NCDOT’s Project Manager (Daryl Vreeland).
The following comments were received during Alpesh’s portion of the presentation (covering TPM overview, State
of NCDOT Performance, Agency Assessment)
Ehren Meister – NCDOT is modernizing all of its dashboards; NCDOT will launch a new external website soon
(late spring); this project should stay in sync with these efforts.
Randy Finger - 528 feet of pavement is used to collect data to support IRI; NCDOT does not use IRI for decision
making; Pavement treatment and contracts are typically set up for longer distances and cross checked with
STIP projects for practical purposes. For the foreseeable future NCDOT will need to collect and report on
State and Federal targets in parallel and maintain two sets of record keeping.
Will Beatty – Pavement data can be parsed through the use of GIS to aid in IRI target setting; FHWA could support
with resources.
David Jackson took over the presentation and reviewed the Safety target setting process. He focused on the
Strategic Highway Safety Plan, and other factors, considerations, goals, trends used to set and rationalize the
target. The following comment and question was received during David’s portion:
Felix Nwoko – did NCDOT consider “zero fatalities” when setting the target?
Shawn Troy replied – NCDOT is a Vision Zero state and staff considered “zero fatalities” as an aspirational
goal but found it would be difficult to explain, defend and report in practical terms.
Rich Denbow took over the presentation and reviewed instructions for a simulated target setting breakout exercise
(30 minutes). He asked participants in the room to move to three separate tables based on a pre-assignment by
subject matter area or interest. Participants could also join a different discussion than assigned if they chose.
Online participants were encouraged to take a break until groups finished and results were ready to share. The
following table shows final group participation by Bridge, System Performance, and Pavement breakout (note
some meeting attendees left early and did not participate in the breakout):

Bridge

System Performance

Pavement

(facilitated by Alpesh Patel)

(facilitated by David Jackson)

(facilitated by Rich Denbow)

Dan Muller

Meredith McDiarmid

Randy Finger

Delbert Roddenberry

Bob Cook

Matt Whitley
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Heather Hildebrandt

Will Beatty

Eddie Dancausse

Patrick Norman

Matt Day

Ehren Meister

Felix Nwoko

Wanetta Mallette
Van Argabright
Emily McGraw

Each group was given a worksheet (with factors, considerations, trends, context) to help set 2 and 4 year
targets. Consultant team facilitated discussions at each group and captured key points for the report out.
Alpesh called time and asked each group (via facilitators and group members) to share results, provide highlights
of their conversation. Online participants were alerted to join back in.
Bridge Group:
Bridges are given a single rating based on a combination of their deck condition, superstructure, and
substructure. Bridges are classified as either “poor”, “fair” or “good”.
NCDOT has a different definition for “fair” – therefore the downgrade slope from trend analysis is
exaggerated and can be misleading. Also FHWA rating requires all three components score 7 or
higher otherwise the bridge condition moves from “good” to “fair”.
Bridge federal “target” could be referred to as an “outcome” so as not to confuse with separate state
driven “targets”; the federal “target” could also be seen as a byproduct result of state driven goals.
More dollars spent on Bridge Program (replace or rehab structures) or on Bridge Preservation (repair, paint,
treat deck, maintain) may not result in upgrading more bridges from “fair” to “good” based on the
different state vs federal definition.
Funding – current $65M annually is set aside in STIP (under STI) for larger, more costly bridge
replacements; ~ $280M is used to support Bridge preservation through Highway Funds. These
amounts were increased from prior levels to address state targets/goals.
A percentage of bridge condition is also addressed via widening or partial new capacity projects in the STIP.
This percentage however is difficult to attribute to overall Bridge program results.
Target Set recommendation:
% of Good NHS deck area by 2020 = 35%; by 2022 = 31%
% of Poor NHS deck area by 2020 = 6%; by 2022 = 5%
(a) Key Points to support recommendation:
Assumes reliance on 5 year historical target
Assume steady level of near term funding
Assumes impacts from funding will not be realized by 2020 due to lag affect and bridge inspector follow
up / reporting
System Performance Group
The group was hesitant to set targets for LOTTR and TTTR based on the trend analysis given extensive
unknowns/factors potentially impacting the measures. As a result, most of this discussion focused on
the potential factors impacting short- and long-range trends (and therefore targets)
Interstate: population growth, seasonal/weather, work zones
Non-Interstate: minimal to no impact from mode shift, incident management, induced demand
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Truck: freight growth, freight crashes, rail crossings
Conservative approach makes sense – the trend is probably the predominant factor shaping future
performance (e.g., a trend toward 80% LOTTR is reasonable)
Group noted that ACV impacts could bring significant longer term benefits to reliability, although for the first
round of 2- and 4-year targets, no impact expected
Target setting – philosophical considerations
Rural v. urban acceptance / tolerance: for example, an LOTTR of 95% plus in rural areas is expected,
while in Charlotte, Triangle, elsewhere, lower reliability is expected (and planned for during travel)
How to set targets for a measure where the trend is downward, and will continue to degrade over time
due to economic growth
Freight plan noted many of these challenges – reference these in the approach for TTTR
Note, this is a complex measure and will require careful communication to decision makers and the public
Poor reliability does not equal congestion – a corridor can be reliably congested, however a highdemand corridor can also be susceptible to severe reliability issues, particularly associated with
crashes/other incidents
Added capacity does not always improve reliability, unless it simultaneously is reducing crashes, or can
help ensure alternative routes or guaranteed travel times (e.g. HOT lanes)
Pavement Group:
The group discussed factors that may have influenced pavement condition trends and are likely to influence
future conditions. These factors include:
Recent construction in the state that has either added new lane miles or improved existing services.
The result is a lot of pavement in good condition reflected in recent trends. This trend may or may
not continue.
Funding for pavement resurfacing
Traffic, especially truck traffic. Increased truck travel may result in a faster rate of deterioration
Weather
Material type
Political will – does the state want to maintain the policy of fixing existing roads
Contractor availability – can we keep up the pace
Economy (associated with truck travel)
Public policy/technology – this is a longer term consideration that is not going to be reflected in short
term (2 or 4 year) targets.
One person suggested a possible policy – Allow the percentage of pavements in poor condition to
increase, and in turn shift that money to focus on pavements in fair condition to move them into
good condition. The percentage of pavements in poor condition in NC is far below the Federal
minimum threshold, so we have a large safety margin when setting the pavement condition targets.
Message: The group discussed the caveats to consider when recommending final pavement targets.
The primary recommendation is to not set aspirational targets, but to set targets conservatively based
on trend data (business as usual). This is recommended because we don’t yet have a good idea what
the Federal metrics mean. We are comfortable with NCDOT’s pavement metrics, but they are
different from Federal. We know what 60% means for the NCDOT metrics, but we don’t have a good
idea yet of what 60% means for the Federal metrics, and related to that, what it takes to move from
a 58% to a 60% (as an example) with the Federal metrics.
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In addition, the data is variable year to year. Until we have a good understanding of it, we don’t know
what the impact of these factors has been or will be.
The group did an exercise to set targets for pavement condition on the Interstate system for 2022 (4-year
targets). The range of targets was:
Poor Condition %

.25

.3

.2

.25

.1

.25

1.0

0.1-1.0

Good Condition %

60

58

65

65

64

65

65

58-65

The group did an exercise to set targets for pavement condition on the Non-Interstate NHS system for 2020
(2-year targets). The range of targets was:
Poor Condition %

2.0

1.8

5

2

3

2

2

0.1-3.0

Good Condition %

36

25

28

30

25

30

35

25-36

David Jackson and Meredith McDiarmid briefly reviewed PM3 target setting direction for System Performance.
Meredith reminded participants of the importance of understanding measures and what it is the Agency is
evaluating. She stated CS is working on understanding where we are now, what we know, and what can be
expected, and what the external and internal factors are that could impact trends.
David went over trends, per RITIS data, and 2-to-4 year targets
Alpesh concluded the meeting by reviewing next steps, timeline. He mentioned the TAMP updated will be part of
the LWG2 Agenda since today’s meeting has run over time.
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Large Workgroup Meeting #2- Minutes

NCDOT- Large Work Group Meeting # 3
Transportation Performance Measures – Recommended Targets
April 16th, 2018 (1:30-3:30, North Carolina Rural Center)
•

The meeting start time was delayed slightly due to technical issues that arose with the Go to
Meeting (GTM) webinar. Once resolved CS presenters (Alpesh Patel and Rich Denbow)
provided an overview of the LWG3 purpose and structure including a question and answer
period after each performance target was reviewed.
o

•

The meeting included 22 (in room) and 24 (online via GTM) participants.
o

•

CS (Daniela Waltersdorfer and Alexandria Washington through GTM) asked all
virtual participants to share their names, organization/department, as well as their email addresses.

Note: Participant names (and the organizations they represent) are found at the end
of this meeting summary.

CS stated three purposes for the meeting:
o

communicate NCDOT recommended targets for PM2/3 areas

o

introduce and seek input on refining “target snapshots” which are 1 page communication
materials to convey recommended targets and describe factors, considerations, assumptions
and trends which rationalized target setting

o

review NC AMPO TPM session

•

CS reviewed a brief summary of accomplishments and reminded participants of the 4
“building block” steps which led to NCDOT’s recommendation

•

CS conveyed LWG3 slides more prominently show PM2/3 targets by the 2/4 year
performance periods (defined by the federal rules) vs a narrow focus on single
dates/deadlines. The former helps clarify (for example) how a 2-year target (outside of
CMAQ emissions period) reflects 2018, 2019 analysis years vs a “2020” year target. This is
also consistent with the standard 6 month-1 year lag between most recent data available for
trend analysis and to set performance targets and determine significant progress.

•

CS presented the ranges associated with each PM2/3 area and 2-4 key points associated with
how NCDOT set recommended targets as noted below.
o

Generally speaking the PM2 / PM3 target decisions represented a conservative approach
reflective of transition and uncertainty of implementation, adjustments to evolving federal
guidance on measure/metric computation, differences in historical state and federal measure
definitions, and the opportunity for revising targets at the 1st performance period mid-cycle.
Targets also assume growing demand on the system (population increase, truck traffic) and
financial resources to address needs remains steady. NCDOT’s final target “snapshots” will
also be used to help summarize these points by performance area.
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o

o

o

o

Interstate Pavement (4 year target) – 2.25% of system in “poor” condition and 37%
in “good” condition. Target rationale:
o

federal measure/metric is still being understood for computation and application (new
federal guidance was just released in April –

o

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tpm/guidance/hif18022.pdf

o

agency completing transition to full extent data collection and analysis. Ranges
provide room during the first reporting period for all to better understand
measures/metrics computations, application.

o

Target reflects broader external factors (such as maintaining balance between the
number of fair vs good condition miles) and account for uncertainty beyond simple
mathematical trendline

o

Set below minimum 5% federal threshold for “poor” condition

o

Compliments state driven Highway Maintenance Improvement Plan (HMIP) strategy

Non-Interstate NHS Pavement (2 year target) – 4.25% in “poor” condition and 27%
in “good” condition. Non-Interstate NHS Pavement (4 year target) – 4.75% in
“poor” condition and 21% in “good” condition. Target rationale:
o

federal measure/metric is still being understood for computation and application (new
federal
guidance
was
just
released
in
April
–
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tpm/guidance/hif18022.pdf

o

agency completing transition to full extent data collection and analysis. Chosen ranges
provide room during the first reporting period for all to better understand
measures/metrics computations, application.

o

influence of any data “noise” is magnified on Non-Interstate (impacts larger number
of miles)

o

certain pavement treatments on non-NHS miles (such as chip seal) have restrictive
state use

NHS System Bridges – 8% of bridge deck area in “poor” condition (2 year target);
9% of bridge deck area in “poor” condition (4 year target). Target rationale:
o

Target influenced by NCDOT 2030 goal and state driven Bridge Maintenance
Improvement Plan (BMIP) to reduce number of structurally deficient bridges

o

Set below 10% “poor” federal minimum threshold

o

Percent “poor” performance measure complements NCDOT 2030 goals; provides
structured framework for measuring progress

NHS System Bridges – 33% of bridge deck area in “good” condition (2 year target);
30% of bridge deck area in “good” condition (4 year target). Target rationale:
o
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o

o

o

o

preservation activities to address state Bridge Health Index (BHI) can move a structure
from fair to “good” rating; however same preservation treatment does not have same
performance impact under federal definition of “good”

o

target set based on trend analysis of how NCDOT bridges have performed under
federal metric and projected forward consistent with the number of NHS bridge
replacements expected over the next 10 years

Interstate NHS Level of Travel Time Reliability (percentage of person miles
traveled that are reliable) – 80% (2-year target); 75% (4-year target). Target rationale:
o

Assumes average annual decrease of 1 to 1.5% annual, with maximum decrease at
1.7%

o

Monthly variability shows results as low as 83% in 2017

o

Maximum annual decrease and accounting for variability towards lower end range
supports 80% target

o

supported by anticipated population and VMT growth trends, with reliability issues
continued to focus in Charlotte and Triangle regions

o

Continued trendline assumptions underlying 2019 target

o

Minimal impact from project completions or other programs anticipated at statewide
scale

Non-Interstate NHS Level of Travel Time Reliability (percentage of person miles
traveled that are reliable) – 70% (4-year target). Target rationale:
o

Average annual decrease of 2.9% to 3.9% annual

o

Monthly variability shows results as low as 84% in 2017

o

Maximum annual decrease and accounting for variability towards lower end range
supports 70% target

o

Also supported by anticipated population and VMT growth trends, with reliability
issues continued to focus in Charlotte and Triangle regions, although more widespread
in other urban regions and non-urban than interstate

o

More predominant impact of weekend travel, also more external factors including land
use decisions

o

Minimal impact from project completions or other programs anticipated at statewide
scale

Interstate NHS Truck Travel Time Reliability (Truck Travel Time Reliability
Index) – 1.65% (2-year target); 1.70% (4-year target). Target rationale:
o

Past 5-year trend shows average annual increase of 0.03 to 0.04 annually

o

Truck travel time is impacted by VMT growth and same external factors as LOTTR
measures

o

Looks at the 95th percentile time – stronger connection to work zones and incidents

o

Trend data shows continuing challenges related to crashes involving trucks
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1.65 and 1.70 target reflect a worst-case scenario for truck travel time reliability in NC

o
o

CMAQ On-road Emissions (cumulative 2-year and 4-year emission reductions in
kg/day for CMAQ funded projects; emission reduction estimated for each CMAQ
funded project by pollutant and precursor).
NCDOT SMEs and CS set the CMAQ On-road Emissions targets based on expected
emission reductions from CMAQ projects that will come online over this first
reporting period (October 2017 to October 2021) in the applicable parts of the state:

o

b.
f.

l.

c. Performance
period
2year
target

4year
target

g. 10/1/17 –
10/1/19

m. 10/1/17 –
10/1/21

h. CO: 11.522
kg/day

•

Yearly emission benefits
are highly variable.

i.

VOC: 0.252
kg/day

•

j.

NOx: 2.360
kg/day

k.

PM 2.5:
0.000
kg/day

Many factors are out of
NCDOT
control
including
project
selection and project
delivery
by
local
program

•

While
2016-2019
approved applications
show improved emission
benefits compared to
2014-2017 authorized
projects used for target
setting, project delivery
schedules
and
authorization dates are
too uncertain to change
future targets based on
available data.

n. CO: 23.044
kg/day
o. VOC: 0.504
kg/day
p. NOx: 4.720
kg/day
q. PM2.5:
0.000
kg/day

o
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e. Target rationale

d. Targets

CMAQ Congestion Measure - Peak Hour Excessive Delay (PHED) – 34.0 hours (4year target): Target rationale:
o

Metrolina Group agreed upon a unified 4-year PHED target for the Charlotte, NC-SC
UZA of 34.0 hours.

o

This target was set based on trends in PHED over the period of 2014 to 2017. During
this period, PHED increased significantly.

o

The key factors affecting PHED in the Charlotte region appear to be the increase in
population and VMT without a corresponding increase in transportation capacity.

o

The consensus of the Group was that these same factors will also be in place during
2018-2021, based on demographic projections and the current economy in NC,
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o

o

The effects of projects that will come online during this period are uncertain. Thus, the
Group chose a conservative approach and set a target based on the upper bounds of
what is expected based on past trends.

CMAQ Congestion Measure – non-Single Occupant Vehicle (SOV) – 21.0% (2-year
target); 21.0% (4-year target): Target rationale:
o

The Metrolina Group agreed upon unified 2 and 4-year Non-SOV Travel targets for
the Charlotte, NC-SC UZA of 21.0%.

o

This target was set based on trends in non-SOV travel over the period of 2012 to 2016.
During this period, the percent of non-SOV travel was essentially flat.

o

During the next 4 years, major regional projects will come online that could change
non-SOV travel, including managed lanes and recently-opened transit service.
However, the extent of the effects of these projects on travel behavior is uncertain. Thus,
the Group chose a conservative approach and set a target that shows slightly decreasing
performance.

•

CS relayed more details regarding an upcoming TPM session at upcoming NC AMPO
conference (April 26). The session will include state and MPO perspectives on target setting
and coordination and will be moderated by FHWA.

•

CS concluded by describing the next steps in the process – including the finalization of target
snapshots, a communication packet for May Board of Transportation and completion of a
TPM report to describe the process and recommended targets.

•

CS asked NCDOT subject matter experts to review large size versions of target snapshots to
help finalize them.
r.

Note – points related to questions provided by in room audience participants are provided
below.
•

Question from Felix Nwoko (DCHC MPO) - if NCDOT adjusts a target, does that set the 180
day clock for an MPO to take action?

•

Answer/Discussion: After some further research of the regulations after the meeting, the
answer to this question can be found in 490.105(f). That section of the regulation states that if
the State adjusts a 4-year target in the Mid Performance Period report, and if the MPO
supported DOT’s targets, then the MPO shall take action within 180 days.
o

This will apply only to four year targets set by the state, and those can be adjusted
only once, at the two year mark of the performance period. The performance
agreement was developed assuming the MPO would need to take action. Also, the
state needs to coordinate with the MPOs and provide data if they change a target.

o

It is anticipated that FHWA will require more clarification in the future.

•

Question from Will Beatty (FHWA) – how were the PM2 pavement ranges, upper and lower
bounds chosen and recommended target established?

•

Answer/Discussion: the trend lines used to develop the ranges were based on NCDOT data
(last year of data being 2016). The SME and NCDOT leadership recommended a conservative
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approach for setting the targets. The conservative approach reflected how the federal
measure/metric is still being understood for computation and application (new federal
guidance was just released in April). Additionally the agency is completing its transition to
full extent data collection and analysis. The chosen ranges provide room during the first
reporting period for all to understand measures/metrics better and the conservative target
reflects broader external factor beyond simple mathematical trendline to account for
unknowns.
•

Question on bridge data - is it true that some cities collect their own bridge data, and will
using NCDOT's bridge data to set statewide targets result in performance that doesn’t reflect
actual outcomes?

•

Discussion: Raleigh and Charlotte collect bridge data themselves, through a contract with
bridge inspection companies. Once they have the data for bridges in their jurisdiction they
provide it to NCDOT. NCDOT collects bridge data everywhere else in the state. Therefore it’s
a matter of who collects the data. Ultimately the data ends up in the same place, and is the
base data used to analyze historical bridge condition and identify target ranges.
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Participants in the room:
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Participants in the GTM:
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Large Workgroup Meeting #3- Minutes

NCDOT- Large Work Group Meeting # 3
Transportation Performance Measures – Recommended Targets
April 16th, 2018 (1:30-3:30, North Carolina Rural Center)
•

The meeting start time was delayed slightly due to technical issues that arose with the Go to Meeting (GTM)
webinar. Once resolved CS presenters (Alpesh Patel and Rich Denbow) provided an overview of the LWG3
purpose and structure including a question and answer period after each performance target was reviewed.
o

•

The meeting included 22 (in room) and 24 (online via GTM) participants.
o

•

CS (Daniela Waltersdorfer and Alexandria Washington through GTM) asked all virtual participants to
share their names, organization/department, as well as their e-mail addresses.

Note: Participant names (and the organizations they represent) are found at the end of this meeting
summary.

CS stated three purposes for the meeting:
o

communicate NCDOT recommended targets for PM2/3 areas

o

introduce and seek input on refining “target snapshots” which are 1 page communication materials to convey
recommended targets and describe factors, considerations, assumptions and trends which rationalized target setting

o

review NC AMPO TPM session

•

CS reviewed a brief summary of accomplishments and reminded participants of the 4 “building block” steps which
led to NCDOT’s recommendation

•

CS conveyed LWG3 slides more prominently show PM2/3 targets by the 2/4 year performance periods (defined
by the federal rules) vs a narrow focus on single dates/deadlines. The former helps clarify (for example) how a 2year target (outside of CMAQ emissions period) reflects 2018, 2019 analysis years vs a “2020” year target. This is
also consistent with the standard 6 month-1 year lag between most recent data available for trend analysis and to
set performance targets and determine significant progress.

•

CS presented the ranges associated with each PM2/3 area and 2-4 key points associated with how NCDOT set
recommended targets as noted below.
o

Generally speaking the PM2 / PM3 target decisions represented a conservative approach reflective of transition and
uncertainty of implementation, adjustments to evolving federal guidance on measure/metric computation,
differences in historical state and federal measure definitions, and the opportunity for revising targets at the 1st
performance period mid-cycle. Targets also assume growing demand on the system (population increase, truck
traffic) and financial resources to address needs remains steady. NCDOT’s final target “snapshots” will also be
used to help summarize these points by performance area.

o

Interstate Pavement (4 year target) – 2.25% of system in “poor” condition and 37% in “good” condition.
Target rationale:
o

federal measure/metric is still being understood for computation and application (new federal guidance
was just released in April –

o

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tpm/guidance/hif18022.pdf

o

agency completing transition to full extent data collection and analysis. Ranges provide room during the
first reporting period for all to better understand measures/metrics computations, application.

o

Target reflects broader external factors (such as maintaining balance between the number of fair vs good
condition miles) and account for uncertainty beyond simple mathematical trendline
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o

o

o

o

o
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o

Set below minimum 5% federal threshold for “poor” condition

o

Compliments state driven Highway Maintenance Improvement Plan (HMIP) strategy

Non-Interstate NHS Pavement (2 year target) – 4.25% in “poor” condition and 27% in “good”
condition. Non-Interstate NHS Pavement (4 year target) – 4.75% in “poor” condition and 21% in
“good” condition. Target rationale:
o

federal measure/metric is still being understood for computation and application (new federal guidance
was just released in April – https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tpm/guidance/hif18022.pdf

o

agency completing transition to full extent data collection and analysis. Chosen ranges provide room
during the first reporting period for all to better understand measures/metrics computations, application.

o

influence of any data “noise” is magnified on Non-Interstate (impacts larger number of miles)

o

certain pavement treatments on non-NHS miles (such as chip seal) have restrictive state use

NHS System Bridges – 8% of bridge deck area in “poor” condition (2 year target); 9% of bridge deck
area in “poor” condition (4 year target). Target rationale:
o

Target influenced by NCDOT 2030 goal and state driven Bridge Maintenance Improvement Plan (BMIP)
to reduce number of structurally deficient bridges

o

Set below 10% “poor” federal minimum threshold

o

Percent “poor” performance measure complements NCDOT 2030 goals; provides structured framework
for measuring progress

NHS System Bridges – 33% of bridge deck area in “good” condition (2 year target); 30% of bridge deck
area in “good” condition (4 year target). Target rationale:
o

federal definition of “good” does not capture all NCDOT measures and can lead to 2 contrasting
performance pictures

o

preservation activities to address state Bridge Health Index (BHI) can move a structure from fair to “good”
rating; however same preservation treatment does not have same performance impact under federal
definition of “good”

o

target set based on trend analysis of how NCDOT bridges have performed under federal metric and
projected forward consistent with the number of NHS bridge replacements expected over the next 10 years

Interstate NHS Level of Travel Time Reliability (percentage of person miles traveled that are reliable)
– 80% (2-year target); 75% (4-year target). Target rationale:
o

Assumes average annual decrease of 1 to 1.5% annual, with maximum decrease at 1.7%

o

Monthly variability shows results as low as 83% in 2017

o

Maximum annual decrease and accounting for variability towards lower end range supports 80% target

o

supported by anticipated population and VMT growth trends, with reliability issues continued to focus
in Charlotte and Triangle regions

o

Continued trendline assumptions underlying 2019 target

o

Minimal impact from project completions or other programs anticipated at statewide scale

Non-Interstate NHS Level of Travel Time Reliability (percentage of person miles traveled that are
reliable) – 70% (4-year target). Target rationale:
o

Average annual decrease of 2.9% to 3.9% annual

o

Monthly variability shows results as low as 84% in 2017

o

Maximum annual decrease and accounting for variability towards lower end range supports 70% target
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o

o

Also supported by anticipated population and VMT growth trends, with reliability issues continued to
focus in Charlotte and Triangle regions, although more widespread in other urban regions and non-urban
than interstate

o

More predominant impact of weekend travel, also more external factors including land use decisions

o

Minimal impact from project completions or other programs anticipated at statewide scale

Interstate NHS Truck Travel Time Reliability (Truck Travel Time Reliability Index) – 1.65% (2-year
target); 1.70% (4-year target). Target rationale:
o

Past 5-year trend shows average annual increase of 0.03 to 0.04 annually

o

Truck travel time is impacted by VMT growth and same external factors as LOTTR measures

o

Looks at the 95th percentile time – stronger connection to work zones and incidents

o

Trend data shows continuing challenges related to crashes involving trucks

o

1.65 and 1.70 target reflect a worst-case scenario for truck travel time reliability in NC
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o

CMAQ On-road Emissions (cumulative 2-year and 4-year emission reductions in kg/day for CMAQ
funded projects; emission reduction estimated for each CMAQ funded project by pollutant and

precursor).
o

NCDOT SMEs and CS set the CMAQ On-road Emissions targets based on expected emission reductions
from CMAQ projects that will come online over this first reporting period (October 2017 to October 2021)
in the applicable parts of the state:
Performance
period

2 - year
target

10/1/17 –
10/1/19

Target rationale

Targets
CO: 11.522 kg/day

•

Yearly emission benefits are highly
variable.

•

Many factors are out of NCDOT
control including project selection and
project delivery by local program

•

While
2016-2019
approved
applications show improved emission
benefits compared to 2014-2017
authorized projects used for target
setting, project delivery schedules and
authorization dates are too uncertain to
change future targets based on available
data.

VOC: 0.252 kg/day
NOx: 2.360 kg/day
PM 2.5: 0.000 kg/day

4 - year
target

10/1/17 –
10/1/21

CO: 23.044 kg/day
VOC: 0.504 kg/day
NOx: 4.720 kg/day
PM2.5: 0.000 kg/day

o

o

•

CMAQ Congestion Measure - Peak Hour Excessive Delay (PHED) – 34.0 hours (4-year target): Target
rationale:
o

Metrolina Group agreed upon a unified 4-year PHED target for the Charlotte, NC-SC UZA of 34.0 hours.

o

This target was set based on trends in PHED over the period of 2014 to 2017. During this period, PHED
increased significantly.

o

The key factors affecting PHED in the Charlotte region appear to be the increase in population and VMT
without a corresponding increase in transportation capacity.

o

The consensus of the Group was that these same factors will also be in place during 2018-2021, based on
demographic projections and the current economy in NC,

o

The effects of projects that will come online during this period are uncertain. Thus, the Group chose a
conservative approach and set a target based on the upper bounds of what is expected based on past trends.

CMAQ Congestion Measure – non-Single Occupant Vehicle (SOV) – 21.0% (2-year target); 21.0% (4year target): Target rationale:
o

The Metrolina Group agreed upon unified 2 and 4-year Non-SOV Travel targets for the Charlotte, NCSC UZA of 21.0%.

o

This target was set based on trends in non-SOV travel over the period of 2012 to 2016. During this period,
the percent of non-SOV travel was essentially flat.

o

During the next 4 years, major regional projects will come online that could change non-SOV travel,
including managed lanes and recently-opened transit service. However, the extent of the effects of these
projects on travel behavior is uncertain. Thus, the Group chose a conservative approach and set a target
that shows slightly decreasing performance.

CS relayed more details regarding an upcoming TPM session at upcoming NC AMPO conference (April 26). The
session will include state and MPO perspectives on target setting and coordination and will be moderated by
FHWA.
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•

CS concluded by describing the next steps in the process – including the finalization of target snapshots, a
communication packet for May Board of Transportation and completion of a TPM report to describe the process
and recommended targets.

•

CS asked NCDOT subject matter experts to review large size versions of target snapshots to help finalize them.

Note – points related to questions provided by in room audience participants are provided below.
•

Question from Felix Nwoko (DCHC MPO) - if NCDOT adjusts a target, does that set the 180 day clock for an
MPO to take action?

•

Answer/Discussion: It depends. If the MPO did not set their own target for that measure but instead committed
to support the state target, then they do not need to take specific action. However, if they set their own target for
that measure they may also choose to adjust their target. The MPO could also keep the same target the MPO set.
More clarification is needed from FHWA.
o

This will apply only to four year targets set by the state, and those can be adjusted only once, at the two
year mark of the performance period. The performance agreement was developed assuming the MPO
would need to take action. Also, the state needs to coordinate with the MPOs and provide data if they
change a target.

•

Question from Will Beatty (FHWA) – how were the PM2 pavement ranges, upper and lower bounds chosen and
recommended target established?

•

Answer/Discussion: the trend lines used to develop the ranges were based on NCDOT data (last year of data
being 2016). The SME and NCDOT leadership recommended a conservative approach for setting the targets. The
conservative approach reflected how the federal measure/metric is still being understood for computation and
application (new federal guidance was just released in April). Additionally the agency is completing its transition
to full extent data collection and analysis. The chosen ranges provide room during the first reporting period for
all to understand measures/metrics better and the conservative target reflects broader external factor beyond
simple mathematical trendline to account for unknowns.

•

Question on bridge data - is it true that some cities collect their own bridge data, and will using NCDOT's bridge
data to set statewide targets result in performance that doesn’t reflect actual outcomes?

•

Discussion: Raleigh and Charlotte collect bridge data themselves, through a contract with bridge inspection
companies. Once they have the data for bridges in their jurisdiction they provide it to NCDOT. NCDOT collects
bridge data everywhere else in the state. Therefore it’s a matter of who collects the data. Ultimately the data ends
up in the same place, and is the base data used to analyze historical bridge condition and identify target ranges.
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•

Participants in the room:
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•

Participants in the GTM:
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NCDOT Interview Forms and Raw Data
Safety
MAP-21/FAST Act Performance Management Implementation – Interview Guide
Brian Mayhew, State Traffic Safety Engineer, Traffic Safety Unit
North Carolina Department of Transportation
HSP/HSIP Process and Submittal - December 12, 2017
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) and the Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST)
Act both direct the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) to oversee implementation of a performance-driven,
outcome-based approach to planning for the nation’s surface transportation system. Through a series of rulemakings
in 2016 and 2017 USDOT adopted several regulatory changes affecting States, MPOs, and public transit providers
through multiple rulemakings between April 2016 and May 2017. The rulemakings relevant to NCDOT’s performance
based planning process (for the highway system explicitly) include:
•

Statewide and Nonmetropolitan Transportation Planning; Metropolitan Transportation Planning (Also
referred to as “The Planning Rule”) – 23 CFR Part 450, 23 CFR Part 771, 49 CFR Part 613

•

National Performance Management Measures: Highway Safety Improvement Program (Also referred to as
“PM1”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Pavement Condition for the National Highway
Performance Program and Bridge Condition for the National Highway Performance Program (Also
referred to as “PM2”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Performance of the National Highway System,
Freight Movement on the Interstate System, and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement
Program (Also referred to as “PM3”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

Highway Asset Management Plans for the National Highway System, 23 CFR Part 515

•

Highway Safety Improvement Program, 23 CFR Part 924

•

Periodic Evaluation of Facilities Repeatedly Requiring Repair and Reconstruction due to Emergency
Events, 23 CFR Part 667

These rules establish specific target setting requirements, milestones, and deadlines for performance management at
the statewide and MPO level, including key dates for NCDOT related to the Performance Management rules:
•

PM1: 8/31/2017 – States must first submit the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) annual report,
including state highway safety performance targets for the 2018 Calendar Year (MPOs have additional 180 days
to establish targets). Note: NCDOT submitted the Highway Safety Plan (HSP) / Highway Safety Improvement
Program (HSIP) to FHWA prior to the respective July 1 and August 31 deadlines, with FHWA acceptance,
following revisions, on Sept. 29, 2017.

•

PM2/PM3: 5/20/2018 – States must establish 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and system
performance measures (MPOs have additional 180 days to establish 4-year targets)
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•

PM2/PM3: 10/1/2018 – States must publish first Baseline Performance Period Report (System Performance
Report), referencing the 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and system performance

NCDOT has hired Cambridge Systematics, Inc (CS) to support the Department’s response to these requirements,
specifically the May and October 2018 target setting and system performance reporting deadlines (PM2, PM3). The
first phase of the process includes the formation of an internal workgroup and initial assessment to baseline the level
of Agency readiness, data availability, and progress towards these requirements.
This Interview Guide will support CS’ data gathering effort and result in a more informed, comprehensive technical
analysis. Thank you for taking the time to provide as complete a response as possible. Please cite as much detail as
necessary to identify relevant data sources, prior analysis, and other pertinent information to complement this effort.
If you have any questions or issues with completing the survey, please contact the CS project manager, Alpesh Patel,
at apatel@camsys.com or 919-741-7698.
1)

Describe your involvement in the preparation of NCDOT’s HSP/HSIP response. Was it significant,
moderate, or minimal? What role did you play in recommending targets for NCDOT?
a)

Significant (led preparation, organized team meetings, collected data, performed analyses (trend or other)
and/or prepared documentation). Describe with additional detail:

b)

Moderate (collected, organized data, participated in team meetings, contributed to or reviewed analysis
(trend or other) and supported documentation). Describe with additional detail:

c)

Minimal (attended a few team meetings, reviewed data collected / analysis performed, and provided
minimal support to documentation). Describe with additional detail:

What were the most significant data sources used to prepare HSP/HSIP response? What data systems were
used to support your analysis?

DATA SOURCE OR
MEASURE

2)

DATA SYSTEM

DATA YEAR OR
RANGE

DATA
COVERAGE

NOTES

What were the most impactful type(s) of analyses performed to support HSP/HSIP preparation and
submittal? What tools were used to support the analyses? How were the analyses archived and how
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easy will it be to replicate the analyses to support future target, performance evaluation and reporting
responses? What other tools or technical approaches would enhance NCDOT target setting on a
frequent cycle?

TYPE OF ANALYSES
(trend, regression, etc)

a)

3)

SUPPORTING
TOOLS

REPLICABILITY
(Difficult,
moderate,
easy)

NOTES

Please describe with additional detail:

What level and type of coordination was required to prepare NCDOT’s HSP/HSIP? How many FTEs (full
time equivalent staff) were dedicated to support the effort (data collection, analyses, meeting preparation
and documentation) from start to completion? What level of effort and Agency resources are expected
(or needed) to support target setting in future cycles?

LEVEL OF COORDINATION
(internal - central staff)
(internal/external – central staff,
field offices)

a)

DATA COLLECTION;
DATA
ORGANIZATION

TYPE OF
ANALYSES

# OF
MEETINGS

NOTES

Please describe with additional detail:

•
•
•
•

•
4)

ARCHIVED
FORMAT

Advantage: Target setting decision making was limited to mostly Governor’s
Highway Safety Patrol (GHSP) and Safety Unit
Approach focused on a method vs actual number
Fed guidance pointed to either using aspirational target or develop through
analytical approach
Safety Unit will provide final data set to MPOs by next week. Had to clear 2 big
hurdles:
o Boundary issues (MPO vs County)
o VMT by MPO
Level of Coordination mostly handled through Div Ops presentation and to the
BOT

What were the biggest challenges faced in preparing NCDOT’s HSP/HSIP? Please describe in detail
(resources, lack of comprehensive data, short response time, etc):
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Predicting fatalities and crash severity is not exact science; lots of other factors,
influences involved (legislation, weather, alcohol, drug use, seat belts, older
drivers)
Pros/cons to both aspirational and analytical approach
Straight line interpolation must be informed by other factors
Other infrastructure, system specific improvements, multitude of behavioral
programs (such as Click it or Ticket) must be leveraged
Statistical confidence cannot be determined with STI projects—how do you derive
specific safety benefits?
Don’t have a fear of failure (USDOT funding implications) because NC is already
obligating max of safety funds; but failure also leads to proactive conversation on
other programs, activities
2014 SHSP is the latest plan – will start the update in 2018 with idea of having a
new one in 2019. Broad stakeholder driven process (lots of voices). Opportunity to
set new goal(s). Likely to advertise for consultant support (circle back with LorrieRobert H); likely to continue aligning future targets with SHSP; could delay SHSP
rollout to 2019 so any new target would not be reported until late 2019

•
5)

What are 1-3 key lessons learned from HSP/HSIP preparation which is applicable to future target setting,
performance evaluation, and reporting/documentation efforts? Please describe in detail:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Produce targets which are defendable, can be reasonably obtained.
The SHSP formed the basis to develop targets to cut fatalities by 50% by 2030
o A few years ago NCDOT was ahead of this goal but recently fell behind
o Now focused on getting back on track. Goal is to get to 5.2% in next few
years.
NC now 45th nationally in fatalities.
Safety Unit is still in process of providing MPOs the data they need to set
targets…big challenge is the MPO boundary vs County boundary. Not every
event is geo-located.
Not much education was needed for key stakeholders due to leadership of NTSA
at national level but GHSP did establish aggressive targets which will be difficult
to attain
NTSA’s baseline is different than NCDOT’s baseline even though targets must be
same by federal law – NCDOT sets their target first and bends NTSA’s to match
NCDOT target is 5.2% to NTSA’s 3.2%.
If you go with generic “2% reduction” target you may or may not get the baseline
to match. A good or bad year in the 5 year average can skew results considerably.
NTSA and FHWA did not agree on same baseline (and fed law does not require
their baselines to match)
We discovered these baseline differences at the end; FARS data was an unknown.
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6)

Are there additional subject matter experts relevant to HSP/HSIP prep you suggest we interview? Please
provide contact names, roles, titles:

7)

Are there particular external documents, resources used in the preparation of HSP/HSIP performance
measures pertinent to target setting? If so how can our team access this information? Please describe
in detail:

Other Notes:

•
•
•

should NCDOT build a statewide repository of crash, mobility, and all asset metrics and supporting data so any
analyses, interpretation, target setting at state/local level comes from the same consistent source?
very little accountability since State must lead target setting effort.
GHSP must submit their report by July 2018 (aim for draft by June 2018)

•
•
•
•

Noted FLDOT “vision zero” fatality target (aspirational)
AZ did a straight line interpolation of past 3 years to project higher fatality rate in
the future (analytical)
Encouraged MPOs to accept the safety targets
MPO can adopt a different target for Bike/Ped if they choose to.

Transit
MAP-21/FAST Act Performance Management Implementation – Interview Guide
Debbie Collins, Public Transportation Division Director
North Carolina Department of Transportation
Transit Asset Management (TAM) Process and Submittal - December 12, 2017

Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) and the Fixing America's Surface Transportation
(FAST) Act both direct the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) to oversee implementation of a
performance-driven, outcome-based approach to planning for the nation’s surface transportation system.
Through a series of rulemakings in 2016 and 2017 USDOT adopted several regulatory changes affecting
States, MPOs, and public transit providers through multiple rulemakings between April 2016 and May 2017.
The rulemakings relevant to NCDOT’s performance based planning process (for the highway system
explicitly) include:
•

Statewide and Nonmetropolitan Transportation Planning; Metropolitan Transportation Planning (Also referred to as
“The Planning Rule”) – 23 CFR Part 450, 23 CFR Part 771, 49 CFR Part 613

•

National Performance Management Measures: Highway Safety Improvement Program (Also referred to as “PM1”), 23
CFR Part 490
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•

National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Pavement Condition for the National Highway Performance
Program and Bridge Condition for the National Highway Performance Program (Also referred to as “PM2”), 23 CFR Part
490

•

National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Performance of the National Highway System, Freight
Movement on the Interstate System, and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (Also referred to
as “PM3”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

Highway Asset Management Plans for the National Highway System, 23 CFR Part 515

•

Highway Safety Improvement Program, 23 CFR Part 924

•

Periodic Evaluation of Facilities Repeatedly Requiring Repair and Reconstruction due to Emergency Events, 23 CFR
Part 667

These rules establish specific target setting requirements, milestones, and deadlines for performance management at the statewide
and MPO level, including key dates for NCDOT related to the Performance Management rules:
•

PM1: 8/31/2017 – States must first submit the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) annual report, including state
highway safety performance targets for the 2018 Calendar Year (MPOs have additional 180 days to establish targets). Note:
NCDOT submitted the Highway Safety Plan (HSP) / Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) to FHWA prior to the
respective July 1 and August 31 deadlines, with FHWA acceptance, following revisions, on Sept. 29, 2017.

•

PM2/PM3: 5/20/2018 – States must establish 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and system performance
measures (MPOs have additional 180 days to establish 4-year targets)

•

PM2/PM3: 10/1/2018 – States must publish first Baseline Performance Period Report (System Performance Report),
referencing the 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and system performance

NCDOT has hired Cambridge Systematics, Inc (CS) to support the Department’s response to these
requirements, specifically the May and October 2018 target setting and system performance reporting
deadlines (PM2, PM3). The first phase of the process includes the formation of an internal workgroup and
initial assessment to baseline the level of Agency readiness, data availability, and progress towards these
requirements.
This Interview Guide will support CS’ data gathering effort and result in a more informed, comprehensive
technical analysis. Thank you for taking the time to provide as complete a response as possible. Please cite
as much detail as necessary to identify relevant data sources, prior analysis, and other pertinent information
to complement this effort.
If you have any questions or issues with completing the survey, please contact the CS project manager,
Alpesh Patel, at apatel@camsys.com or 919-741-7698.
8) Describe your involvement in the preparation of NCDOT’s TAMS response. Has it been
significant, moderate, or minimal? What role do you play in recommending targets for NCDOT?
a) Significant (lead preparation, organize team meetings, collect data, perform analyses (trend or
other) and/or prepare documentation). Describe with additional detail:

b) Moderate (collect, organize data, participate in team meetings, contribute to or review analysis
(trend or other) and support documentation). Describe with additional detail:
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c) Minimal (attend a few team meetings, review data collected / analysis performed, and provide
minimal support to documentation). Describe with additional detail:

9) What were the most significant data sources used to prepare (to date) NCDOT’s TAM response?
What data systems were used to support your analysis?
DATA SOURCE OR
MEASURE

DATA
SYSTEM

DATA
YEAR OR
RANGE

DATA
COVERAGE

NOTES

10) What were the most impactful type(s) of analyses performed to support NCDOT’s TAM
preparation and submittal? What tools were used to support the analyses? How were the
analyses archived and how easy will it be to replicate the analyses to support future target,
performance evaluation and reporting responses? What other tools or technical approaches
would enhance NCDOT target setting on a frequent cycle?
TYPE OF ANALYSES
(trend, regression, etc)

SUPPORTING
TOOLS

ARCHIVED
FORMAT

REPLICABILITY
(Difficult,
moderate,
easy)

NOTES

a) Please describe with additional detail:

11) What level and type of coordination was required to prepare NCDOT’s TAM? How many FTEs
(full time equivalent staff) were dedicated to support the effort (data collection, analyses,
meeting preparation and documentation) from start to completion? What level of effort and
Agency resources are expected (or needed) to support target setting in future cycles?
LEVEL OF COORDINATION
(internal - central staff)
(internal/external – central
staff, field offices)
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a) Please describe with additional detail:

12) What were the (or ongoing) biggest challenges faced in preparing NCDOT’s TAM? Please describe in detail
(resources, lack of comprehensive data, short response time, etc):

13) What are 1-3 key lessons learned from TAM preparation which is applicable to future target
setting, performance evaluation, and reporting/documentation efforts? Please describe in
detail:

14) Are there additional subject matter experts relevant to TAM prep you suggest we interview?
Please provide contact names, roles, titles:

15) Are there particular external documents, resources used in the preparation of TAM pertinent to
target setting? If so how can our team access this information? Please describe in detail:

•

Key Approach – NCDOT is using a “Group Plan” model to track asset needs and determine targets on
behalf of 78 local transit providers

•

NCDOT maintains an asset inventory through Trapeze Asset Management software (only online true
vehicle application)

•

How does NCDOT’s data match up with federal PMs?

•

o

Inventory matches up well

o

FTA asking for more than NCDOT have collected over time

NCDOT manages over 1600 vehicles and four other urban areas which NCDOT does not provide
funding or are tracking in Trapeze AM system
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o

Burlington, Greenville, Jacksonville, Gastonia all have 5 vehicles each; High Point has 15 veh

o

NCDOT holds titles to vehicles

•

PTD minimally involved in overall NCDOT effort

•

Anyone in PTD’s group plan who purchases a vehicle must submit a claim asking for AM $’s

•

Inventory issues:
o

NCDOT owns 20 facilities – use a facility maintenance tool and a term scale condition rating
(baseline was done in 2016). Biggest problem is local commitment and local match.

o

Still developing draft targets for facilities


Considering 40 years as a replacement target but have not funding to fix



Most of the facilities are ARRA funded so will be a long time before they need to be
replaced

•

Galyon Depot was a P3 project and awarded a special grant to do it – matching funds is the fly in the
ointment

•

Target Setting Approach:
o

Start with FHWA guidance on definition of “useful life”

o

Technical approach includes predicting replacement based on utilization and when vehicle hits
145K


145K is an empirical, derived number and equivalent to ~ 3 years of regular use; it is a
break even point b/w replacing and rotating

•

Biggest challenges associated /w transit setting and supporting analysis are lack of enough technical
staff

•

Debbie is checking on status of MPO TMAs; they must have their own plan and update process by July
1, 2017. By fed law MPOs TMAs adopt transit targets, transit agencies within these MPOs must report
on MPO targets. So coordination and NCDOT awareness is key.

•

Debbie has Draft 2018 October reporting requirements on her desk….she will release for comment in
Jan 2018. FTA has given guidance with tools and terms to use and NCDOT simply reviews their
inventory, asset condition and submits directly into FTA’s system.

•

NCDOT will have a target for every vehicle and every vehicle class.

•

Greensboro and Asheville have adopted an e-vehicle standard. However there is only one regional
manufacturer (Altuna in SC).

•

Response to Safety Program Rule
o

NCDOT conducts safety audits every 3 years; Accidents reported through National Transit DB

o

Safety target setting was built around WMATA (D.C.)

o

New Drug testing (opioids) regs just released which triggers plan updates

o

NCDOT has updated safety process to support what they believe will be in final rules
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•

Lessons Learned
o

•

Sitting in early on FHWA guidance webinars

Next Steps for Debbie:
o

Follow up with TMAs on status of target setting

o

Incorporate targets within the annual Success Plan strategies.

o

Success Plan includes 3 primary strategies and suite of strategies

Pavement/Bridges
MAP-21/FAST Act Performance Management Implementation – Interview Guide
Camille Coombes (Pavement Management); Randy Finger (Aviation Pavement); Dan Muller
(Structures); Delbert Roddenberry (TAMP); (Brad Hibbs, Wendy McAbee – FHWA)

Pavement / Bridges – PM2
Target Setting Process/Approach – January 12, 2017
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) and the Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST)
Act both direct the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) to oversee implementation of a performance-driven,
outcome-based approach to planning for the nation’s surface transportation system. Through a series of rulemakings
in 2016 and 2017 USDOT adopted several regulatory changes affecting States, MPOs, and public transit providers
through multiple rulemakings between April 2016 and May 2017. The rulemakings relevant to NCDOT’s performance
based planning process (for the highway system explicitly) include:
•

Statewide and Nonmetropolitan Transportation Planning; Metropolitan Transportation Planning (Also
referred to as “The Planning Rule”) – 23 CFR Part 450, 23 CFR Part 771, 49 CFR Part 613

•

National Performance Management Measures: Highway Safety Improvement Program (Also referred to as
“PM1”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Pavement Condition for the National Highway
Performance Program and Bridge Condition for the National Highway Performance Program (Also
referred to as “PM2”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Performance of the National Highway System,
Freight Movement on the Interstate System, and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement
Program (Also referred to as “PM3”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

Highway Asset Management Plans for the National Highway System, 23 CFR Part 515

•

Highway Safety Improvement Program, 23 CFR Part 924

•

Periodic Evaluation of Facilities Repeatedly Requiring Repair and Reconstruction due to Emergency
Events, 23 CFR Part 667

These rules establish specific target setting requirements, milestones, and deadlines for performance management at
the statewide and MPO level, including key dates for NCDOT related to the Performance Management rules:
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•

PM1: 8/31/2017 – States must first submit the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) annual report,
including state highway safety performance targets for the 2018 Calendar Year (MPOs have additional 180 days
to establish targets). Note: NCDOT submitted the Highway Safety Plan (HSP) / Highway Safety Improvement
Program (HSIP) to FHWA prior to the respective July 1 and August 31 deadlines, with FHWA acceptance,
following revisions, on Sept. 29, 2017.

•

PM2/PM3: 5/20/2018 – States must establish 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and system
performance measures (MPOs have additional 180 days to establish 4-year targets)

•

PM2/PM3: 10/1/2018 – States must publish first Baseline Performance Period Report (System Performance
Report), referencing the 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and system performance

NCDOT has hired Cambridge Systematics, Inc (CS) to support the Department’s response to these requirements,
specifically the May and October 2018 target setting and system performance reporting deadlines (PM2, PM3). The
first phase of the process includes the formation of an internal workgroup and initial assessment to baseline the level
of Agency readiness, data availability, and progress towards these requirements.
This Interview Guide will support CS’ data gathering effort and result in a more informed, comprehensive technical
analysis. Thank you for taking the time to provide as complete a response as possible. Please cite as much detail as
necessary to identify relevant data sources, prior analysis, and other pertinent information to complement this effort.
If you have any questions or issues with completing the survey, please contact the CS project manager, Alpesh Patel,
at apatel@camsys.com or 919-741-7698.
16) Describe your involvement in the preparation of NCDOT’s response to support target setting for specific
assets (pavement, structure/bridge condition data inventory, other target setting development and/or
providing input to TAMP development. Is it significant, moderate, or minimal? What role do you play in
recommending targets for NCDOT?
PAVEMENT (prior processes to set performance or budget based goals, report results:
•

Utilize pavement module/analysis engine in Agile Assets to answer “what if” scenarios

•

based on NC sourced data from 8 pavement distresses....all other data collected is categorical data

•

only data with extent and severity is alligator cracking

•

data collection process to support NCDOT’s pavement condition rating (now called Pavement Condition Index
(PCI)) is nearly 30 years old

•

Partnered with university professor (NCSU?) within last 5-6 years to create distress curves for each of the 8
distresses. Analysis helps identify patterns and structural responses within “families of curves”.
o

The data they have is useful for looking at the system. It is not as useful for looking at an individual
project.

Analysis engine supports:
1.

Budget driven approach --- 1) we know the segment/section condition, 2) we know what the distress is, 3) we
model through a decision tree, 4) the tool generates recommended multiple treatments, 5) we use B/C to
determine which is the most cost-effective treatment

2.

Threshold driven approach – similar steps as budget driven but the purpose is to determine treatment
strategies needed to move from current PCR to future desired PCR and the $’s needed to sustain over time

Other Notes:
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•

Analysis engine splits segments into sub segments creating multiple break sections at geometric changes; leads
to different treatment recommendations along long distance corridor…engineering review needed to determine
consistent approach to produce best, aggregated results and for contract resurfacing and construction
sequencing

•

no local land use decisions are built into the tool; analysis not tied to travel demand models; therefore draft
output must be reviewed by Division Engineers
o

A lot of local analysis is taken into consideration that is not reflected in the current analysis approach.
Example: A large section of Eastern NC looks good as a system but one sector is in poor condition due
to local logging activity in recent months. Division staff provides input in instances like this.

o

Use system level data to tell us what needs to be addressed in the next year. Have division review this
to adjust. Example – they may say the Agency needs to push this project out a year because there is
another project underway that will effect pavements.

Current process to support legislative requirements and develop state driven targets on state routes with state dollars
(contract resurfacing). This is primary strategy for NC’s large secondary road system. (NCGS 136-44.3):
1) contract resurfacing needs submitted directly to legislature
2) legislature provides recommended $ allocation to support needs
3) Division Engineers input plus analysis engine runs used to show optimal solution/treatment strategy based on
legislative allocation/budget
Interstate Maintenance (IM) dollars (vs. contract resurfacing) typically used to treat Interstates…but reporting
and alignment with national pavement measures remain:
•

NCDOT does not have a breakdown of how many $’s allocated annually towards NHS and for functional class
reporting

•

NCDOT cannot determine exact amounts spent on individual roadways; result of complexity and reporting
limitations of contract resurfacing and financial systems
o

A contract may cover several roads. You can determine an average (e.g. dollars per lane mile), but
some of the work might be overlay, some mill and overlay, some for traffic control, etc. Or in some
cases (e.g., Fortify) the line item for pavement includes several miles of temporary pavement that is put
down for only a few months.

•

Difficult to assess and create trend lines for non-NHS routes ….lack of awareness of federal reporting process by
NCDOT Division/District staff

•

NCDOT does not have a “clean” way to track how much is spent on Y-line work or temporary pavement to shift
traffic in a work zone; therefore no way to track total $’s spent on pavement investment statewide or annually

IM decision making process:
•

Historic allocation is ~$85M towards pavements, $15M for Bridges

•

Coordination process b/w Pavement Management System (PMS) staff, Division Engineers, and STIP Unit to
sequence and program projects under STI; iterative process in which project termini are shifted based on if an
adjoining highway capacity project could address pavement needs under draft STIP development.

Federal Target setting process:
•

Agency captures severity of cracking vs. a “crack is a crack” as long as its in the wheel path

•

Agency uses a categorical approach but FHWA has real numerical data (ex. rutting depth and faulting)
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•

Federal Rutting metric is robust. Uses a rut depth and fault.

•

International Roughness Index (IRI) – NCDOT currently has no process, no procedures to support
o

Cracking, severity of distress is driving decision making vs. smooth pavement / roughness

o

Agency has IRI data for the previous four years


Does not use IRI for any decision making. Agency does not have confidence in IRI as a metric.
Difficult to collect IRI in congested areas due to stop and go of collection vehicle.

o

Agency does not convert data from PCI to IRI

o

Data used to report federal measures is not being used for analysis – agency is essentially keeping “2
books” simultaneously to meet state and federal requirements….should this continue for the short term
until procedural changes are approved?

o

Data for federal reporting is typically on segments which are 528 feet or shorter

•

NCDOT’s historical approach was sample based vs. full extent; in 2018 NCDOT will collect pavement data
statewide through automated full (or 100%) extent

•

IDEA: take a snapshot of everything on NHS to establish consistent inventory (to develop historical trend) and to
verify rational for future target(s)

•

PMS not solely responsible to produce pavement scores:
o

surface type, lane miles info comes from system maintenance inventory

o

however surface type can override raw system distress info; FHWA only looks at default results

•

NCDOT putting a new process in place to report surface type separately

•

MPO Coordination: if NCDOT GIS unit provides shapefile with MPO boundaries PMS could provide 5 year
historical trend by MPO

Other Notes
•

GIS support to support pavement reporting by MPO is critical to future process

•

potentially 3 MPOs in NC may set their own pavement targets? (confirm with Daryl Vreeland)

•

Rutting, faulting and IRI are most likely the common denominator across pavement collection in 52 states

•

Ongoing challenge(s) b/w state approach vs federal requirements:
o

what aspects and %’s of NHS and segments will NCDOT model and how will it report results? At what
rate will sections which are not treated deteriorate? Lack of historical data on non-treated sections

o

funding pots have strings attached; for example pavement preservation is defined by state law and
allocated in a prescriptive way vs strategic way

o

The data and analysis for NC vs. federal measures is different, but the actions NCDOT takes under
state approach will also show improvement under federal measurement approach.

BRIDGES / STRUCTURES (prior processes to set performance or budget based goals, report results:
•

agency has long history of performance based planning; legislature has asked for state driven analyses
historically
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•

set targets based on NCDOT “ownership model”; set targets for Interstates, Primary, Rural….have not set
targets based on NHS or Functional Class (Therefore, like bridges, state approach differs from federal
approach).

•

allocate $’s on a system based level (goals set since 2012); agency has not managed by NHS or off-NHS
systems

•

2010 WorkGroup defined “good” bridge; this definition is part of staff’s performance; used for preservation needs
analysis

•

agency spent years to develop really good performance measures to reduce structures in “poor” condition;
commitments made already to meet state goals with state $’s which free up fed $’s to meet other goals

•

process exists to evaluate data, determine needs, set goals and report results

•

primary tool/analysis approach is Excel – used to evaluate historical data; deterioration analysis (for example you
can ID how many bridges are expected to decline to Structurally Deficient (SD) each year).
o

Tool developed in house; university researcher currently helping to recommend enhancements and
other best practice approaches

•

“SD” is equivalent to “Poor” for now (and likely for a few more years); federal guidance may shift away from the
term “SD” in the future

•

agency is in alignment with 9 point data rating coding scale established from 60’s; therefore “poor” is defined in
the same manner as FHWA

•

NCDOT currently collects all the bridge/structure condition data needed to set targets

•

staff is confident w/ capability to support target setting through trend line analysis

•

process to manage towards state developed measures is working well (10 plus year process); a large
commitment of staff, resources, investment would be needed to shift to federal driven approach

•

staff has NBI history so they can extend their historical trend analysis to support future target setting

•

due to recent investment and legislative support the number of SD bridges has gone down; many bridges in “fair”
condition have been addressed

•

staff has 5 years of good, fair and poor trends

•

historically NCDOT target setting has been driven “# of bridges” vs federal measure (“sq foot of deck area”)

•

Ongoing challenge(s):
o

knowing what $’s spent have been spent on NHS vs non-NHS structures

o

NHS is expanding…moving from 41M sq feet to 47M sq feet…therefore when do we draw a line to
take a snapshot? And what other processes do we put in place to address this?

o

Documenting the coordination process b/w 1) use of the tools/analysis engine, 2) Division Engineer and
central staff input, 3) Exec Management input towards target setting, 4) role of other key internal data or
resource support (ex GIS). Putting more of the technical steps on paper would also support biennial
development of MOPAR (https://connect.ncdot.gov/resources/AssetManagement/MSADocuments/2016%20Maintenance%20Operations%20and%20Performance%20Anal
ysis%20Report%20(MOPAR).pdf)

Other Overall Notes for Report or Target Setting:
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•

Documentation process should show how past trends have helped address targets and meet goals (even if these
were state specific)

•

Pavement/bridge staff believe “staying the course” (methodology wise) will likely have a positive impact on hitting
NHS target (but cannot empirically prove)

•

Bridge staff has trends for previous 5 years for Interstate and Non-Interstate NHS statewide. Working on
developing 5 year trends by MPO area; Cary Clemmons and GIS have identified an MPO boundary for each
bridge; bridge staff is coding “MPO tag” into their system

•

Bridge staff has “snapshot” based on the TAPE (ask Dan to define this term)

•

Pavement trend line has been developed for the previous 4 years (2013 – 2016) statewide for Interstate and for
Non-Interstate NHS – percentage of pavements in good, fair, and poor condition. Do not have my MPO area yet.
Will take some time to develop MPO-level data.
a)

Significant (led preparation, organized team meetings, collected data, performed analyses (trend or other)
and/or prepared documentation). Describe with additional detail:

b)

Moderate (collected, organized data, participated in team meetings, contributed to or reviewed analysis
(trend or other) and supported documentation). Describe with additional detail:

c)

Minimal (attended a few team meetings, reviewed data collected / analysis performed, and provided
minimal support to documentation). Describe with additional detail:

What are the most significant data sources used to support your respective efforts? What data
systems are used to support your analysis?
DATA SOURCE OR
MEASURE

DATA SYSTEM

DATA YEAR OR
RANGE

DATA
COVERAGE

NOTES

17) What are the most impactful type(s) of analyses performed to support your efforts? What tools are used
to support the analyses? How were the analyses archived and how easy will it be to replicate the
analyses to support future target, performance evaluation and reporting responses? What other tools or
technical approaches would enhance NCDOT target setting on a frequent cycle?

TYPE OF ANALYSES
(trend, regression, etc)
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a)

Please describe with additional detail:

What level and type of coordination is required to prepare NCDOT’s response to TPM? How many FTEs (full
time equivalent staff) are dedicated to support your effort (data collection, analyses, meeting preparation and
documentation) from start to completion? What level of effort and Agency resources are expected (or
needed) to support target setting in future cycles?

LEVEL OF COORDINATION
(internal - central staff)
(internal/external – central staff,
field offices)

b)

DATA COLLECTION;
DATA
ORGANIZATION

TYPE OF
ANALYSES

# OF
MEETINGS

NOTES

Please describe with additional detail:

18) What are the biggest challenges faced in preparing NCDOT’s TPM response? Please describe in detail
(resources, lack of comprehensive data, short response time, etc):

19) What are 1-3 key lessons learned from your current efforts applicable to future target setting,
performance evaluation, and reporting/documentation efforts? Please describe in detail:

20) Are there additional subject matter experts relevant to your efforts we should interview? If so please
provide contact names, roles, titles:

21) Are there particular external documents, resources used in the preparation of pavement, bridge or
overall TAMP related performance measures pertinent to target setting? If so how can our team access
this information? Please describe in detail:
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SOV Emissions
MAP-21/FAST Act Performance Management Implementation – Interview Guide
Kelly Wells, Mobility Program Manager, Traffic Systems Operations Unit
Heather Hildebrandt, Air Quality Engineer, Transportation Planning Division
Other Attendees: FHWA (Eddie D, Loretta B, George H, Joe Geigle)…NCDOT (Jamal and Daryl)

System Performance / Freight / CMAQ Performance Measures
January 22, 2018
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) and the Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST)
Act both direct the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) to oversee implementation of a performance-driven,
outcome-based approach to planning for the nation’s surface transportation system. Through a series of rulemakings
in 2016 and 2017 USDOT adopted several regulatory changes affecting States, MPOs, and public transit providers
through multiple rulemakings between April 2016 and May 2017. The rulemakings relevant to NCDOT’s performance
based planning process (for the highway system explicitly) include:
•

Statewide and Nonmetropolitan Transportation Planning; Metropolitan Transportation Planning (Also
referred to as “The Planning Rule”) – 23 CFR Part 450, 23 CFR Part 771, 49 CFR Part 613

•

National Performance Management Measures: Highway Safety Improvement Program (Also referred to as
“PM1”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Pavement Condition for the National Highway
Performance Program and Bridge Condition for the National Highway Performance Program (Also
referred to as “PM2”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Performance of the National Highway System,
Freight Movement on the Interstate System, and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement
Program (Also referred to as “PM3”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

Highway Asset Management Plans for the National Highway System, 23 CFR Part 515

•

Highway Safety Improvement Program, 23 CFR Part 924

•

Periodic Evaluation of Facilities Repeatedly Requiring Repair and Reconstruction due to Emergency
Events, 23 CFR Part 667

These rules establish specific target setting requirements, milestones, and deadlines for performance management at
the statewide and MPO level, including key dates for NCDOT related to the Performance Management rules:
•

PM1: 8/31/2017 – States must first submit the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) annual report,
including state highway safety performance targets for the 2018 Calendar Year (MPOs have additional 180 days
to establish targets). Note: NCDOT submitted the Highway Safety Plan (HSP) / Highway Safety Improvement
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Program (HSIP) to FHWA prior to the respective July 1 and August 31 deadlines, with FHWA acceptance,
following revisions, on Sept. 29, 2017.
•

PM2/PM3: 5/20/2018 – States must establish 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and system
performance measures (MPOs have additional 180 days to establish 4-year targets)

•

PM2/PM3: 10/1/2018 – States must publish first Baseline Performance Period Report (System Performance
Report), referencing the 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and system performance

NCDOT has hired Cambridge Systematics, Inc (CS) to support the Department’s response to these requirements,
specifically the May and October 2018 target setting and system performance reporting deadlines (PM2, PM3). The
first phase of the process includes the formation of an internal workgroup and initial assessment to baseline the level
of Agency readiness, data availability, and progress towards these requirements.
This Interview Guide will support CS’ data gathering effort and result in a more informed, comprehensive technical
analysis. Thank you for taking the time to provide as complete a response as possible. Please cite as much detail as
necessary to identify relevant data sources, prior analysis, and other pertinent information to complement this effort.
If you have any questions or issues with completing the survey, please contact the CS project manager, Alpesh Patel,
at apatel@camsys.com or 919-741-7698.
Notes:
•

(footnote) CS shared the most up to date target setting and coordination schedule with the group (first 20 min)
and then pivoted to Kelly W for update on her 4 SysPer measures (including speed limit data), then finished the
meeting with CMAQ/Emissions/non-SOV discussion
o

Kelly W points;

o

Kelly plotted LOTTR trends over recent years. For interstate, there has been a steady decline since
2013. For non-interstate LOTTR also shows decline over this period but rises in recent year.


o

For PHED, still need speed limit data. Kelly contacted the CATT lab for an update.


still waiting on peak hour info in RITIS and needs veh occupancy data.

o

mentioned a TTI white paper on approaches to setting reliability targets and a webinar on PM3
guidance/practice (which CS will attend on 2/1)

o

working with GIS to “conflate” TTI to NCDOT’s Linear Referencing System (LRS)…which GIS says may
take till August (she is following to see if timeline can be accelerated).


•

Will keep looking at the data. Would like to keep looking at historical data, if there have been
any big changes from one year to the next, what factors may have affected the values, etc.

We may have the info we need; if so we won’t need to do conflation.

Group posed other questions which should be part of a running list for NCDOT/partners to consider/wrestle with
(these would be good to note in our assessment results as similar such Q’s are being asked around the US)
o

What funding should NCDOT SME’s assume when setting targets? I.e. safe to assume same level as
last 4-5 years? If funding changes (esp if it increase) the target could correspondingly increase.

o

If NCDOT sets 85% reliability target for the Interstate but 2/3 of MPOs are confident the target can be
higher for their area what should the state do?


One quick answer is to map which MPOs have Interstates to determine how many would
advocate for higher target? Perhaps an FAQ and more communication needs to be created to
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state NCDOT’s position and implications of MPOs setting their own targets in various PM
areas
o

o

CMAQ On-Road Emissions measure:


Each MPO in maintenance areas will set a target. NCDOT will set a target. NCDOT’s target
will likely be summation of MPO targets.



CMAQ target and emissions reduction should be based on last 5 years of submitted
applications (mix of projects) and Annual Report….FHWA asked if target should be set based
on what CMAQ projects were implemented as a better indicator



Heather will reach out to the individual NC MPOs



(footnote – CS should ensure they fully understand NCDOT’s current CMAQ app
process/rules found here:
https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/Pages/CongestionMitigationAirQualityNC.aspx



Heather recommends stripping out state/region tier of CMAQ funding and solely focusing on
subregional funding (based on using applications as a reflection of how emissions can be
reduced this would be a more “accurate” picture)



Heather suggests summing the expected emissions level reductions from the three Charlotte
area MPO calcs to get the NCDOT target.



There is no “standardization” for CMAQ approach



CMAQ funding (overall) has very little impact on total emissions reduction…bigger impact
happens through non-SOV travel, transit, TDM initiatives



MPOs required to develop a CMAQ performance plan and submit to NCDOT. NCDOT will
include this in the baseline performance report due on Oct 1, 2018.



Action Item – Heather will reach out to 3 Charlotte area MPOs to:
•

1) share target setting and emissions reduction calc (i.e each MPO sets their own
target and NCDOT will simply sum)

•

2) CS needs to work with DV and Heather to set up coordination meeting with RFATS
contact in SC

PHED and Non-SOV measure notes (centered around Charlotte/Metrolina region):


Anna Gallup should provide assumed non-SOV% found in the Metrolina Reg Model (MRM).
(footnote, CS followed up w/ her and noted the answers is 26% based on 2012 household
survey data….and that Anna does not expect this to change for current target setting)
•



NOTE – check PM3 rule – it may require that data be no older than 2 years old, which
means we can’t solely use the MRM number and may need to look at ACS.

In addition to working with Charlotte-area MPOs, need to initiate conversation with SCDOT
and RFATS on PHED and Non-SOV targets.

22) Describe your involvement in the preparation of NCDOT’s System Performance / Freight / CMAQ
Performance Measures (s) response. Is it significant, moderate, or minimal? What role do you play in
recommending targets for NCDOT?
a)

Significant (led preparation, organized team meetings, collected data, performed analyses (trend or other)
and/or prepared documentation). Describe with additional detail:
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b)

Moderate (collected, organized data, participated in team meetings, contributed to or reviewed analysis
(trend or other) and supported documentation). Describe with additional detail:

c)

Minimal (attended a few team meetings, reviewed data collected / analysis performed, and provided
minimal support to documentation). Describe with additional detail

23) What are the most significant data sources used to prepare System Performance / Freight / CMAQ
Performance Measure(s)? What data systems are used to support your analysis of these measures?

DATA SOURCE OR
MEASURE

DATA SYSTEM

DATA YEAR OR
RANGE

DATA
COVERAGE

NOTES

24) What are the most impactful type(s) of analyses to perform to support System Performance / Freight /
CMAQ Performance Measure(s)? What tools could be used to support the analyses? How are the
analyses archived and how easy will it be to replicate the analyses to support future target, performance
evaluation and reporting responses? What other tools or technical approaches would enhance NCDOT
target setting on a frequent cycle?

TYPE OF ANALYSES
(trend, regression, etc)

a)

SUPPORTING
TOOLS

ARCHIVED
FORMAT

REPLICABILITY (Difficult, moderate,
easy)

NOTES

Please describe with additional detail:

25) What level and type of coordination is required to prepare NCDOT’s System Performance / Freight /
CMAQ Performance Measure(s)? How many FTEs (full time equivalent staff) are dedicated to support
the effort (data collection, analyses, meeting preparation and documentation) from start to completion?
What level of effort and Agency resources are expected (or needed) to support target setting?

LEVEL OF COORDINATION
(internal - central staff)
(internal/external – central staff,
field offices)

DATA COLLECTION;
DATA
ORGANIZATION

TYPE OF
ANALYSES

# OF
MEETINGS

NOTES
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a)

Please describe with additional detail:

What are the biggest challenges associated with preparing NCDOT System Performance / Freight / CMAQ
Performance Measure(s)? Please describe in detail (resources, lack of comprehensive data, short response
time, etc):

26) What are 1-3 key lessons learned (to date) from System Performance / Freight / CMAQ Performance
Measure(s) analyses applicable to future target setting, performance evaluation, and
reporting/documentation efforts? Please describe in detail:

27) Are there additional subject matter experts relevant to System Performance / Freight / CMAQ
Performance Measure(s) you suggest we interview? Please provide contact names, roles, titles:

28) Are there particular external documents, resources used in the preparation of System Performance /
Freight / CMAQ Performance Measure(s) pertinent to target setting? If so how can our team access this
information?

System Performance – TTR
MAP-21/FAST Act Performance Management Implementation – Interview Guide
Kelly Wells, Mobility Program Manager, Traffic Systems Operations Unit
System Performance Measures (Travel Time Reliability)
December 11, 2017, EOC
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) and the Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST)
Act both direct the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) to oversee implementation of a performance-driven,
outcome-based approach to planning for the nation’s surface transportation system. Through a series of rulemakings
in 2016 and 2017 USDOT adopted several regulatory changes affecting States, MPOs, and public transit providers
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through multiple rulemakings between April 2016 and May 2017. The rulemakings relevant to NCDOT’s performance
based planning process (for the highway system explicitly) include:
•

Statewide and Nonmetropolitan Transportation Planning; Metropolitan Transportation Planning (Also
referred to as “The Planning Rule”) – 23 CFR Part 450, 23 CFR Part 771, 49 CFR Part 613

•

National Performance Management Measures: Highway Safety Improvement Program (Also referred to as
“PM1”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Pavement Condition for the National Highway
Performance Program and Bridge Condition for the National Highway Performance Program (Also
referred to as “PM2”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

National Performance Management Measures: Assessing Performance of the National Highway System,
Freight Movement on the Interstate System, and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement
Program (Also referred to as “PM3”), 23 CFR Part 490

•

Highway Asset Management Plans for the National Highway System, 23 CFR Part 515

•

Highway Safety Improvement Program, 23 CFR Part 924

•

Periodic Evaluation of Facilities Repeatedly Requiring Repair and Reconstruction due to Emergency
Events, 23 CFR Part 667

These rules establish specific target setting requirements, milestones, and deadlines for performance management at
the statewide and MPO level, including key dates for NCDOT related to the Performance Management rules:
•

PM1: 8/31/2017 – States must first submit the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) annual report,
including state highway safety performance targets for the 2018 Calendar Year (MPOs have additional 180 days
to establish targets). Note: NCDOT submitted the Highway Safety Plan (HSP) / Highway Safety Improvement
Program (HSIP) to FHWA prior to the respective July 1 and August 31 deadlines, with FHWA acceptance,
following revisions, on Sept. 29, 2017.

•

PM2/PM3: 5/20/2018 – States must establish 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and system
performance measures (MPOs have additional 180 days to establish 4-year targets)

•

PM2/PM3: 10/1/2018 – States must publish first Baseline Performance Period Report (System Performance
Report), referencing the 2-year and 4-year targets for pavement, bridge, and system performance

NCDOT has hired Cambridge Systematics, Inc (CS) to support the Department’s response to these requirements,
specifically the May and October 2018 target setting and system performance reporting deadlines (PM2, PM3). The
first phase of the process includes the formation of an internal workgroup and initial assessment to baseline the level
of Agency readiness, data availability, and progress towards these requirements.
This Interview Guide will support CS’ data gathering effort and result in a more informed, comprehensive technical
analysis. Thank you for taking the time to provide as complete a response as possible. Please cite as much detail as
necessary to identify relevant data sources, prior analysis, and other pertinent information to complement this effort.
If you have any questions or issues with completing the survey, please contact the CS project manager, Alpesh Patel,
at apatel@camsys.com or 919-741-7698.
General Notes & Action Items
•

Identified 4 measures; $1M SPR funds to support RITIS through U of MD since NCDOT is I-95 CC state
o LOTTR Interstate
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•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

o LOTTR non-Interstate NHS
o TTTR
o PHED
every NHS segment (including local connectors) has been verified by TMC codes
Why did NCDOT choose HERE vs Inrix/Tom Tom?
o Sub-TMC granularity…sub-TMC is completely proprietary
o quicker addition of TMC codes (5 months vs 5 years)
o Map company & supports STI
o HERE has speed limit attributes
o Costs were awash (HERE contract till 2019)
For PHED measure, need to reconcile HERE and Tom Tom data.
o Speed limits are based on HERE data.
All HERE data is archived
NPMRDS data is owned by Inrix….pre-2017 was Inrix….how did others do trend analysis…coverage was
the same. NPMRDS for 2017+ is HERE data.
o NCDOT has the option to switch to HERE for NPMRDS data if Inrix
Data from a 2 year old map; she is using 3Q 2017 data
Redesignation of NHS after 2012 means prior year volumes would be comparing apples to oranges
We have 2016+ NPMRDS data for the full NHS.
MPOs and Charlotte and RS&H have access; each MPO will need to become familiar.
o MPOs will need to set targets for 3 PMs or adopt the state’s targets.
Our effort will be a combination of a mix of tools (RITUS, pollutant calcs from post-processors, excel)
Joe Geigle is FHWA SME on mobility; Will Beatty is FHWA SME on assets
NCDOT Secretary is plugged in and asking questions such as:
o O-D data to leverage HERE into TDMs to make dynamic decisions?
o Drill down on top 10 bottlenecks; factors were cue length, duration, and simple multiplication
Dozen or so other Agency staff are familiar with RITIS
Nathan Webster is great resource – Atkins embedded employee who has strong grasp of data.
Conflation done by end of December to GIS
NCDOT is starting to color code travel time reliability on roadway signs (starting in Greensboro).

•

CS Action Items
o Explore RITIS Probe Data Analytics (PDA) Suite; makes sure we can Log In

Save “sandbox” analysis in Excel
o Ensure there is enough volume data to build trends in RITIS
o Start looking at any “gaps” b/w STI eligible routes vs 2012 NHS designation in GIS
o Follow up with Ehren on IMDB
o ID pros/cons of setting targets
o After May create a target dashboard per MPO to support coordination
o Advance NC Freight Plan identified measures – evolve into true Truck TTR through RITIS
o Set up separate “expectations” meeting with Jim Trogdon
o Build a schedule to follow up with Kelly and mobility experts and run various analyses

•

Kelly Action Items
o Pull up last 5 years of data in RITIS
o Follow through on data use agreement for NPMRDS data
o Make a footnote for Q1 vs Q3 data and conflation and alignment issues
o Make sure volumes needed to support targets is easily available
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o
o
•

Prepare talking points and 5-10 min overview of RITIS at kickoff
Send conflation analysis to GIS (Chris, Brooke, TTI guys, HERE) next week.

KEY immediate NCDOT needs/next steps
o More informed, strategic target setting (go beyond obvious factors); look at urban, rural, metro
areas---use VMT, population and map, superimpose trends to rationalize recommendations.
o Generate the right questions to solicit leadership input and ultimately receive their buy-in

Describe your involvement in the preparation of NCDOT’s system performance measure(s) response. Was it
significant, moderate, or minimal? What role will you (or do you) play in recommending targets for NCDOT?
a)

Significant (led preparation, organized team meetings, collected data, performed analyses (trend or other)
and/or prepared documentation). Describe with additional detail:

b)

Moderate (collected, organized data, participated in team meetings, contributed to or reviewed analysis
(trend or other) and supported documentation). Describe with additional detail:

c)

Minimal (attended a few team meetings, reviewed data collected / analysis performed, and provided
minimal support to documentation). Describe with additional detail:

29) What were the most significant data sources used to prepare system performance measure(s)? What
data systems were used to support your analysis of these measures?

DATA SOURCE OR
MEASURE

DATA SYSTEM

DATA YEAR OR
RANGE

DATA
COVERAGE

NOTES

30) What were the most impactful type(s) of analyses performed to support system performance
measure(s)? What tools were used to support the analyses? How were the analyses archived and how
easy will it be to replicate the analyses to support future target, performance evaluation and reporting
responses? What other tools or technical approaches would enhance NCDOT target setting on a
frequent cycle?

TYPE OF ANALYSES
(trend, regression, etc)

SUPPORTING
TOOLS

ARCHIVED
FORMAT

REPLICABILITY
(Difficult,
moderate,
easy)

NOTES
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a)

Please describe with additional detail:

31) What level and type of coordination was required to prepare NCDOT’s current system performance
measure(s)? How many FTEs (full time equivalent staff) were dedicated to support the effort (data
collection, analyses, meeting preparation and documentation) from start to completion? What level of
effort and Agency resources are expected (or needed) to support target setting?

LEVEL OF COORDINATION
(internal - central staff)
(internal/external – central staff,
field offices)

a)

DATA COLLECTION;
DATA
ORGANIZATION

TYPE OF
ANALYSES

# OF
MEETINGS

NOTES

Please describe with additional detail:

32) What were the biggest challenges faced in preparing NCDOT system performance measure(s)? Please
describe in detail (resources, lack of comprehensive data, short response time, etc):

33) What are 1-3 key lessons learned from system performance analyses applicable to future target setting,
performance evaluation, and reporting/documentation efforts? Please describe in detail:

34) Are there additional subject matter experts relevant to system performance target setting you suggest
we interview? Please provide contact names, roles, titles:

35) Are there particular external documents, resources used in the preparation of system performance
measures pertinent to target setting? If so how can our team access this information?
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